A COMPENDIUM OF ALL THE STORIES BY
HARPENDEN STUDENTS. 11-13 years

The 2021/22 competition sponsored by The Harpenden Society
proved to be a great success with 34 entries
coming from four schools.
The King’s School; Roundwood Park School; Sir John Lawes School
and Katherine Warington School.
The judges had a difficult time deciding which students were
worthy of awards.
Now it’s your opportunity to read the stories and come to your own
conclusions.
ENJOY
THE RESULTS - 16- 18 years

THE RESULTS - 11- 13 years
FIRST PRIZE
Tell Me a Story - Jessica
Howarth
Katherine Warington School
SECOND PRIZE
Life Support - Lilly Hall
The King’s School
THIRD PRIZE
The Raven – Elisha Kyeretwie
The King’s School

THE RESULTS - 14- 15 years
FIRST PRIZE
The Darkness of a Star - Zoe
Robertson
Sir John Lawes School
SECOND PRIZE
I Can Remember - Olly Garcia
Sir John Lawes School
THIRD PRIZE
‘Untitled’ - Neomi Yearwood
Katherine Warington School

JOINT FIRST PRIZE WINERS
A Devilish Game of Uno against
Death
Ruel Shepperd
Sir John Lawes School
Joely McPhun ‘Untitled’
Sir John Lawes School

Praiseworthy comments from the judges
Amanda Thomas judging the 11- 13 years said
Tell Me a Story - Jessica Howarth
This is a beautiful and mature piece of writing. Whilst
it is short and may act as an introduction to a longer
piece, it also works perfectly well as it is. Descriptive
apposition and metaphor create a rhythmic, poetic
quality.

Life Support - Lilly Hall
This is a nicely written piece with a clever twist at the
end. The story develops well, and there is good use of
descriptive language both to relate the scene and the
emotions of the protagonist.
The Raven – Elisha Kyeretwie
This is another short piece, well written and
interesting. The descriptive language is dark and
menacing; abrupt sentences, together with repetition,
enhance the tension as the story develops at speed.

Prize Presentations
As the quality of the students work was written to
such a high standard ALL students have been
recognised with a personalised certificate.
AND a compendium of every student’s story will
soon be available on the Society web site.

Below; Roundwood Park School. Four of the seven
students awarded with personalised certificates.
Presented by Harpenden Society vice-chair Jeff
Phillips -far left; Emily Burke, English teacher; Ron
Taylor, competition organiser; and Alan Henshall,
Headteacher.

Above: Katherine Warington School. Amanda McPartlin, Deputy Head of English ;
Phil Waters, Chair The Harpenden Society; Jessica Howarth & Neomi Yearwood
competition winners; Ron Taylor, competition organiser; Tony Smith, Headteacher.

Above The King’s School. Chris Armitage, Society
Schools co-ordinator; Lilly Hall, competition winner;
Andy Reeves, Headteacher.

Above: Sir John Lawes. Zoe Robertson & Ruel Shepperd (competition winners) Phil
Waters, Chair The Harpenden Society; Ron Taylor, competition organiser;
Joely McPhun & Olly Garcia (competition winners)

Above The King’s School.; Phil Waters, Chair, The
Harpenden Society ; Elisha Kyeretwie , competition
winner; Andy Reeves, Headteacher.

The Harpenden Society have been supporters of ‘The Arts’ in primary schools across Harpenden during 2013 - 2015
with an annual competition including art, photography, writing, drama and music. After consultation with the school
heads the Harpenden Society agreed to support a new competition for the senior pupils devoted exclusively to
writing.
Full details of the society and its activities can be seen on the web site.
www.harpendensociety.org
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ENTRIES FROM 11 - 13 YEARS
Hugo’s Life of Misery by Micah McLean Roundwood Park School
I woke up. Today is the day; I am finally going to expose them for who they are. I
grabbed my glasses and my coat and quickly stormed out of my room. I had been
thinking about it all night and then BANG! The answer came to me, all the pain and
misery was connected. I made my way to our meeting place and awaited the others.
I think I'd better explain it from the beginning, you see, it all started when I received a
very peculiar letter…
I had been hurriedly getting ready for school on this gloomy day. I was already 5
minutes late and my form tutor was hardly friendly. So I grabbed a freshly prepared
croissant and dashed off, right before I landed at the door I was forced to a sudden
halt. “You’ve got a letter Hugo,” said my Mother. “Take it before you leave.”
“Okay Mum, thanks!” I hurriedly blurted, desperate to not be held back any longer. I
stuffed the mail into my blazer pocket and ran as fast as a cheetah. When I arrived I
noticed everyone was sitting down, I scurried to my seat trying to not be noticed but
then she had to cut it.
“Miss! Hugo was late again!” shouted the bratty girl. This was Darcy Smith, or as I
like to call her, Miss Small-Brain Loud-Mouth. If you mixed the three worst things in
the world (bananas, percentages and toasters) and times it by 1000 million that
would not compare to this monstrosity. She loved nothing more than to bully other
people. She slyly arose from her seat pointing at me. Miss Johnson suddenly glared
at me. “This is really not acceptable!” she bellowed “This is the 3rd time this week
you’ve been late and it’s Wednesday, that will be another detention.”
Darcy, looking fairly pleased with her plot, sat down. The rest of the day was a fair
bore, thankfully I didn’t see Darcy around much as she’d have only tortured me till I
died of annoyance.
On my way home I checked my pocket for my phone only for my hands to be
greeted with the letter my mum gave to me. I tore open the scrunched up letter and held the paper.
And this is what it read:
Dear Hugo Sallow,
You have been invited to Mr Fogo’s 50th Anniversary of his Company,
your friends & distant relatives have been invited, the event will take place on the
5th of February, please turn up, there will be plenty of snacks and drinks.
But don’t tell anyone as some people you know are being surprised by this.
Signed, Anonymous.
And that was it. No time of the event, no specificness of who was invited, not even
where the event was taking place. But I could guess where I’d have to go. I was
never really the party-type person… So I don’t know whether I should go or not. I
read the letter through again. This triggered my memory. Anthony Fogo was in
charge of my favourite toy company as a child. The whole place was just magical as
soon as you stepped through its doors. I decided to definitely come.
After a few more torturous never-ending days of school the day finally came where
I’d get to go. I put on my favourite suit and dashed towards the door. I arrived at the
bus stop moments later. I sat waiting for a few minutes, but then the last face I’d ever
expected to see turned up. Darcy. What. On. Earth. Was. She. Doing. Here?!?! I
screamed in horror. She rolled her eyes at me and sat on the other end of the bench.
“So, what are you doing here?” she slowly muttered, seeming to be disgusted by the
question. “Well, umm, I am going to a party…” I stuttered, embarrassed to get a
sentence out. “Do you mean Mr Fogo’s party?” She asked curiously. I was shocked
she knew about it.

She must be one of the limited guests. I nodded my head. She
suddenly took me by the hand and said almost excitedly “Then we’ll have to figure
out the mystery of this together!” I was shocked by the sentence. “You’re the only
person I know that’s going to this party!” she exclaimed “So we’ll have to bear with
each other if you were to be my sidekick!” She stared at me willingly. “Sidekick?... I
don’t know if sidekicks are allowed to be people’s enemies.” I was unimpressed by
the suggestion. I could never picture being partners with her. So I shook my head
and waited for the bus to arrive, and it finally did. However, Darcy being there also
confirmed we both got the time & place right.
We got out not saying a word to each other. I nervously walked out to the gate which
was blood red and had an eerie feeling towards it. As we stood there for a few
seconds we were suddenly greeted by two others. One was a very fine black-haired
woman wearing a dark dress complete with matching boots and a matching veil. She
looked more ready for a funeral if I’m going to be honest. “You must be one of the
other guests, in that case we were wrong. We don’t know everyone at the party.
Anyway I am Adelina Lopez” the woman quoted. The other person spoke up “And
I’m Darren Nelson ” . He had a muscular build, he was wearing a red vest, blue jeans
and white trainers. “Come! We’ll introduce you to the others!”
We were met by 6 other teenagers. There was princessy Hulda Actona, she had a
sparkly red dress and jet black high-heels. She had as much intelligence as a
toothbrush. Then there was nerdy Steve Johns, who was the opposite. He had an
uptight attitude and a matching suit, jumper and trousers. There was also delinquent
Blaze Hamilton. He wore a black t-shirt which read ‘Don’t talk to me’ and had blue
shorts. There were also twins Anna and Ben White. They clearly despised each other
as much as me and Darcy did. And finally there was mysterious Liraz Evans.
She wore a dark blue jacket and black jeans. She didn’t say much about herself so I
don’t have anything to comment on. After we all met each other we were greeted by
the one and only…
Mr Fogo.
“Welcome all! Thank you for coming! I really appreciate it!” He exclaimed, shaking
each of our hands. “Come inside! I won’t bite! We have prepared a feast for you all!”
We took one look inside the mansion after we were let in and it did not look like what
I thought a toy shop owner’s house would look like. We slowly walked in and tried
not to look at each other. We all knew something was up, well, except for Hulda.
Darcy stayed close beside me but I walked away. I would not lower my friendship
standards for her. We were taken to a fancy dining room. Mr Fogo, who would not
stop flinching, suddenly said “Stay here whilst I check to see if dinner is ready… You
can come along if you like..” Liraz, Blaze, Hulda & Darren followed him whilst the rest
of us stayed put. After 5 minutes of awkward silence. Anna suddenly spoke up
“Umm.. I know this is supposed to be a party but can’t you guys agree something’s
up?...” we all nodded in agreement. “Perhaps we’re being kidnapped!” “No stupid
girl. There’s nothing suspicious. My letter told me that this would happen. There’d be
a posh dinner and discussion.” said Steve
“Really? Well mine told me there’d be a disco; I was looking forward to it!” Darcy
exclaimed. Our conversation was interrupted by a sudden scream. It sounded like
Hulda.
We all dashed to the kitchen and what we saw shocked us all.
Mr Fogo was tied up and consumed by flames. We all gasped in shock and
confusion. He was dead. Darren and Blaze were already putting effort in to put out
the flames. After that had been dealt with we examined the body. Poor man. This will
be all over the news. “Which one of you did it…” Spoke up Andelina pointing at Liraz,
Blaze, Hulda & Darren.

“I highly assume it was the delinquent.” accused Steve.
Blaze’s face went red with fury. “Just because I look the type for murder doesn’t
mean I’d actually do it!” He declared “This is all nonsense, that’s it I’m leaving!” Blaze
rushed to the door. “Leaving a crime scene will make you suspicious, you know.” I
said nervously, worried he’d punch me. “I don’t care!” He screeched, slamming the
door. We all ran to the window and what we saw was horrendous. Blaze was
unconscious on the floor. Or could he be- no. He couldn’t. We ran outside to be sure.
But yes. He was dead. And that was only the beginning of the death…
END

When the Tide Takes Me, You Can’t Come by Megan Piepgrass
Roundwood Park School
I always used to hate the number two.
I hated it because it’s what I was.
I was the one who would walk on the grass, next to the sidewalk.
I would sit at the end of the desk, where there wasn’t really a space.
I would cringe every time the teacher even mentioned pairs knowing I
would have to struggle to find another to pair up with.
I was the second choice... always.
♢♢♢
That was until I met Aegina, or Gina. I guess they were always there. When
I was walking on the grass, they were right next to me. When I was at the
end of the desk, they were just one over, and when I had to find a partner,
they were mine. My partner in crime. They always saw me when I was
overlooked, and God, I was overlooked a lot. We had each other. When
around them, I was never second.
There’s this special spot on Saronic beach. We would stand together on the
sand which had the gentlest hue of gold, almost earthen and muted.
Staring up at the sky, admiring the brilliant ocherous heavens, adorned with
flecks of titian. The rippling blanket of the sea would come to greet us
playfully, and as it said goodbye it would leave us presents of seaweed.
The flora of those salty waves was as deeply green as any high summer
foliage. We would sit there- sometimes in silence, sometimes
contemplating the biggest questions our small brains could conjure. I never
cared what we would talk about though, their company was always enough
for me. As the ocean whispered and the wind ran through my ears, I felt the
happiest that I could ever even imagine.
♢♢♢
I got a text last week, they said they were in a special place, so I thought I
knew where they were. We only had one special place; they had to be
there. It was freezing but I didn’t care. As I looked around, I took in the
motionless sky. The beach was as clouded as my head. Reminiscent of the
old days. At that moment, Saronic could’ve been desolate.
♢♢♢
I remember once, I met with Gina at Saronic and brought snickerdoodles.
Walking down from my house the exquisite smells from the box would waft
up and delight my nose. That day, between the two of us we must have
eaten about two dozen cookies. Playing on the beach in pure ecstasy, one
of us must have had the idea to dig the biggest hole ever. As the time
passed, the hole deepened- we would’ve kept digging until we found China.
The time practically sprinted away from us, and the ocean crept forward. At
the time, that was the biggest disappointment of my life. When that ocean
ran into the hole- ruining our hard work we could’ve cried but instead
decided to come back the next day and repeat it all over again.
♢♢♢

We were happy, weren’t we? But if we were that happy, why would they just
disappear? Without them I wouldn’t be the person I am today. I would never
be as confident as I am today. I would never be as optimistic as I am. I
would never be … me. I didn’t realize how reliant I have become on them.
Neither Gina or I have any other friends, I understand why I don’t, but they
were so perfect and nice, who wouldn’t want to have been their friend?
After that text, I was so confident that when I walked down the concrete
stone stairs they would be at the bottom, waiting for me. They would just be
standing there with a smile wider than ever. They would be there for me.
My anger would just melt away and I would forget about them ever leaving
me in the first place. How they left with no warning, no excuse, no reason.
But they weren't, they weren’t at the bottom of the stairs, and they weren’t
sitting by the dunes. They just were not there.
♢♢♢
One time after school, we skipped down the concrete stairs to the trodden
sand. From the first step onto that sand, you can feel almost every granule
touching your foot. The feeling of it quickly jumping away from your foot as
you place your full weight on the floor. It used to make me squirm but now it
only brings back those pleasant memories. On that day, we explored the
whole of the beach, carefully plotting every square inch in our minds,
picking up the pastel shells that we encountered. As the sun was
contemplating setting, we explored the rockpools. The slimy rocks with
congealed substances contained more than treasures to us. We found an
innocent little hermit crab inhabiting a small pool and called it Dwebble. I
could never forget Dwebble, what a meek yet perfect creature. But as the
sun slowly sunk below the waves, we had to bid adieu to Dwebble.
Possibly one day I will see him again.
♢♢♢
I waited as the beach went from desolate to a much more approachable
setting. I realized the special place they texted me about wasn’t our special
place. So, I texted them, I texted them and kept texting them, telling them
to come and get me, come and find me, I kept texting until I had no more to
give. That’s when I could no longer keep looking out at the sky or the sea, I
couldn’t look at Saronic. Every tiny detail reminded me of them. I thought
how many of these miniscule grains have touched their skin, how many of
these dunes were admired by them. Everything reminds me of them and
the memories we shared here. Possibly if I just stood there longer, lingering
in the memories it would help me pretend they’re still here. But I couldn’t
stay in denial. They weren’t here.
♢♢♢
Today, I woke up knowing that I needed to stop thinking about them. If I
keep thinking about them, I will never be able to move forward with my life.
I miss them so much, but they don’t owe me anything more. They gave me
the best memories in the world. They gave me the chance to not be second
but to be someone's first option. The only way I can ever move on is by
saying goodbye to Saronic. I baked a batch of my snickerdoodle and
ambled down to the concrete stairs. From each step down I thought of a
different memory, reminding myself of Dwebble, reminding myself of the
pleasant sunsets and the giggles we shared.
At the bottom, the friendly sand greeted me like a familiar friend, but it
wasn’t the familiar friend I wanted to see. Putting down my box of
snickerdoodles, I cross my arms trying to retain my warmth.

Staring out at the sea- I realized the sea is far more than what we see, for she gives us
most of the oxygen in our lungs. She cares for us like a mother, only asking
for our loving care and respect in return. But as I looked at the vast, churning waves I saw a
dainty figure. A wisp, a ghost, a part of my pure
imagination. I am not sure what I saw but it lifted a weight from my
shoulders. A pleasant feeling engrossed my body fully putting me at ease.
I know they are gone now, and I may not know where they are or why they
left but I’m not mad anymore. However, I do wish that every moment I
spent with them, every memory I made with them I appreciated more. I
won’t see Gina again, at least not here, but that’s okay because I don’t
need them anymore. At one point in my life, she helped me get seen. She
helped me not just be second. I don’t hate the number two anymore. In
fact, I’m grateful I used to be second because without being second and
constantly overlooked I would never have met Aegina. For the last time I
take in Saronic, I look out at the horizon, taking in the heavens and
admiring the sting from the salt kissing my lips. I may not be mad at Gina
for leaving me anymore, but I can’t bear to face Saronic again without
them.
Once again, the tranquil views stop me in awe. Who couldn’t have loved
this place? Sitting on the sun-warmed grains I reach into my basket and
pull out a snickerdoodle and eat it slowly. Tasting every bit. At this moment I
am purely content. Forgetting the world behind me but my attention is
brought back to reality with a beep from my phone. I slowly take it out of my
pocket, irritated at the interruption.
“I’m sorry when the sea took me, you couldn’t come. Don’t worry, I’m
in a nice place, I’ll tell you about it when you see me again. Keep
safe.”
END

Glow by Ava Wright Roundwood Park School
The rain started to ease, ten drops fell where twenty lay scattered, and then silence.
As if the scenery were the storytelling marionette in the possession of a talented
puppet-master, the clouds split open, revealing the pallid complexion of a shy,
omniscient moon. A subtle glow emanated from the textured ground, leaves and
sticks lay cracking and paralysed like broken bone china in the cupped hands of its
grieving owner. Closed eyes watched from above, as the slowly emerging stars
gently thrust their caring gaze towards the forest floor. The vermillion sky was
painted with hushed murmurs of intrigue and interest. The glow illuminated the forest
further, swirling and reviving the limp leaves with soft caresses of damp breeze.
Whomstever’s hands created this phenomenon must have experienced nothing far
from a miracle to have received this great ability of creation. The rain started again
soon after, and the glow washed away: swirling like scarves of mist whilst struggling
to release itself from its precipitated confinement.
The glow was contained once more.
Another day had gone by, as the world beyond her linen curtains shifted
chameleon-like between landscapes of dark sheets of cloud to light misted shapes.
The clouds cast shadows across her room, their agile shapes dancing across the
smooth, dull walls. Small embers drifted from the fire in the corner. They floated, and
went upwards and upwards until they broke down into mere dust. Before long, the
room, which was small yet made to appear significantly larger by rather intelligent
interior design, was filled with the comforting smell of lavender and patchouli
perfume.

A woman sat in the corner of the room, seemingly struggling with untangling a few
cords. A small noise occasionally disrupted her, but nonetheless she continued with
minimal irritation caused by the mysterious buzzing. The flushed tones of her cheeks
matched her washed pink corset as she slowly became more aware of the repetitive
whirring. Scanning every visible surface of the room, her eyes lifted from the laces in
her hands. They followed the noise meticulously until landing on the source of the
irritating buzz: a small honeybee, repeatedly banging against the latticed window.
She stood up from her seat, her bare feet cold against the wooden floor, and
reached towards the outside to open the window, laces still in hand. Small drops of
rain landed on her skin as she placed her hands gently around the frantic creature,
as to avoid being stung at all. She guided it towards the opened window, released
her hands, and the bee flew away between the fragrant blossoms in patterns of
dizzying spirals.
As the woman returned to her seat she felt an absence in the room that had not
been there before- one that handled her heart carefully yet wrenched her
concentration away from the nearly untangled laces in her somewhat shaking hands.
She felt her mind run far away from her body, towards a place she didn't know, and
couldn’t ever feel. Everything swirled around in her brain, a tsunami of confusion,
and a strange fear that she was unfamiliar with, almost closer to a preemptive grief
washed over her. Within her own brain she was drowning, resurfacing eventually
with morning dewdrops of anxiety still coating her innermost thoughts.
Although at first unbothered by these leftover anxious feelings, she began to ponder
the occurrences of the last few minutes. She felt the warmth of the fire licking at her
ankles, in a manner one would expect from a small terrier or another dog of the sort.
Slowly, her pondering churned out a half-baked conclusion that she should at least
attempt to find the whereabouts of this bee, and perhaps some answers, even.
Convincing herself that this was a flawless yet absolutely hopeless plan, she rose
from her chair to retrieve her raincoat and hat. As she had only a few times before,
she felt the soft fleece of the coat cover her arms, and placed her hat over her head.
After a few moments of checking her readiness in the dusty mirror in front of her, she
felt that the hat was not necessary, as it was rather noticeable, opting instead for a
small hood that was quickly attached to her coat.
Knowing that she would be scolded for leaving the nursery whilst it was raining
(which was nearly always) she realised that stealth would be essential if she were to
disembark successfully for her journey.
The forest shook not in the howling winds, but within itself, as over the lack of rain,
there loomed an even more significant change. The glow. None knew it ever
occurred, yet even the mushrooms planted ceremonially among the trees would
notice if the rain would stop for a sustained amount of time. As the sky grew dark, it
also grew clear, which signified the arrival of the glow once again. The smell of pine
was occasionally spiked with a small amount of acidity, which contrasted the sweet
and soft original scent with a sour smell that sat upon the tongue like an unfinished
sentence. Evolving and morphing into something unimaginable, the glow squirmed
and writhed with anticipation, silently giggling and spilling warm light across the
forest floor. Within the borders of the horizon and the stars, everything swirled
among the inky black sky. The scene appeared reminiscent of a distorted
renaissance painting, yet still felt real to the highest degree.
The woman stopped for a second to gauge her surroundings. Confused and tired,
she looked further into the forest, as well as towards what she could only presume
was outwards, but nonetheless was met with the same dark, rainy, vibrant green that

was so light that it felt almost freeing to perceive, yet so suffocating that one would
only believe it went on forever. The woman’s only source of navigation was this
ongoing, persistent buzz, that rang loudly throughout the otherwise silent forest. The
further she walked onwards, the louder the noise became, and yet the more crevices
and winding paths and rare clearings it seemed she had left to explore. No matter
how long she spent in the woods, it became apparent that there was no sign
whatsoever of anything she was looking for- an exit? No, the source of the buzzing?
Not a single lead had she discovered. Sinking down into a desperate heap of leather
and cotton, she sat down on the floor; a shiver gravitating up her spine, as the bitter
cold from the damp leaves permeated her muddy skirt.
Longing for a way out, she began to feel her cheeks dampening with salty tears. As she
looked down to wipe them, she saw in the reflection of these damp clusters a
subtle glow extending its way towards the trees nearest her. Alarm bells began to
ring - silent to all but her- as the glow became brighter and closer, until it enveloped
her in a shroud of serenity. A tingling sensation began in her stomach, extending its
reaches to the furthest extremities of her shivering body. The glow was reaching out
and gripping her every fibre with an insatiable hunger, a desire to consume her very
being (as far as she knew). To describe the sensation she felt as she was pulled into
the glow, every step was no longer her own, her eyes, ears, mouth, were filled with
stimuli one could never imagine. Unsure whether it be dream or nightmare, the
woman assumed due to the sheer unbelievability of this scenery that she was in
some state of forced slumber, and felt herself succumb to the glow’s omnipresence.
The glow felt disturbed in some way. The forest grew loud with small pants of stress
as an entity spread volume among the mushrooms and the trees. The hunger of the
glow grew; it sensed a new thing to reach its tendrils into, to absorb, to illuminate in
its addictive glow. The audience of flora, fauna and celestial creatures above
watched on in anticipation. The first vessel for the glow in millenia was soon to be
brung upon them. The lady, it appeared to be, approached the glow in a trance-like
state, as the glow longed for her to make contact, so it could thrive among the
people once more. Closer and closer the two shapes grew, the woman’s heart
slowing and slowing in the midst of the thrill. Everything was about to fit together like
a custom made puzzle piece. Moments before contact, before the climactic ending of
all of the torment that the glow had been through- its confined spirit was begging,
screeching to be freed- however, the woman opened her eyes, and with the sudden
awakening came the closing of the clouds above her, and the rain saving her at what
was nearly her final moment as herself.
The rain started again soon after, and the glow washed away: swirling like scarves of
mist whilst struggling to release itself from its precipitated confinement.
The glow was contained once more.
END

When the sun doesn’t shine bright by Isabella Thorpe
Roundwood Park School
‘I see death and demise. Pain and torture. Sorrow and heartbreak’ I practised my lines with
such acute precision that my lips formed an I whenever I dared to utter a stray word. Alas, I
thought, it does no good to cower behind a patchwork curtain as my patrons look on,
oblivious to what is actual reality and to what is all a smoke and screen.
‘Your palm tells your past and lays your future before your very eyes if only you knew how to
harness the power; you could do great things, you must do great things if only the universe
allows it.’ My head turned in confusion as I heard a voice in the audience say the next line in
my script. Only they weren’t directing it at another onlooker- they were staring at me. My
meticulous escapade could be ruined in a matter of seconds if only this… person, wishes for
it to do so. I ambled over to where they were standing; my face painted and not daring to
portray my inner thoughts. ‘I see we have a fellow psychic, may I’ I asked while exposing
their palm. Before waiting for an answer I started tracing the sun line and a small sensation
flowed through my body, ending with a small popping in the ears.
‘Do you feel it?’
What? Do I feel what?
Once again, an odd awareness surrounded my body.
My vision blurred and distorted more and more with every blink I took.
My fingers tingle with an unrecognisable feeling, possibly … no. That’s impossible.
My internal trance broke with a small touch on my hand, this time it was the audience
members turn to trace my palm.
‘Good’ they muttered. I could have sworn I heard them mention power and a curse, odd. I
swiftly dismissed this thought as I closed the show and beckoned some patrons behind the
curtain.
Some odd things had been happening since my show. Now, whenever I ‘tell a fortune’ I see
glimpses of something. I always get shocked instead of focusing on what's going on, so I
create a generic saying in response to my customer like ‘greatness will find you in dark
times’ or ‘follow the light, don’t be tempted by the dark’ or any other senseless sayings.
It’s 3 weeks after the show. I’ve managed to hone in on my ‘power’. I’m still not sure if it's just
hallucinations, but I don’t want to be submitted to a psychiatric ward again, so I don’t ask.
I’ve seen some… interesting futures. And ruined some proposals. It’s not your fault, I tell
myself. I don’t really believe it. I’ve tried to find the old man who I assume gave me the
power. I can never find him, and my regular visitors don’t have any recollection of him even
existing. I try to tell myself that it did happen, and that I’m not going crazy, but I’m not really
sure.
I’ve been experimenting with the power, and I finally summed up the courage to test myself. I
didn’t see anything at first, and I didn’t see anything after either. Unless you count hearing
the ambulance that drove past the set , I don’t though. However, I did see things in other
people's vision. After explaining what I saw to a young woman, she asked me how I could
tell. I let her in on my secret only for her to ask me if I was being honest. I nodded vigorously,
before slowing it down at the realisation that I looked slightly insane.
‘Well’ she said, tucking a few strands of loose hair behind her ear. ‘This makes it a lot easier’
I stared into her eyes in confusion, oblivious to what she meant before feeling a burning
sensation behind my eyes.

END

Alone by Jessica Lee Roundwood Park School
The last remaining embers of the day were smothered by a thick grey smog
that meandered through the narrow, winding alleyways of Hallow street, as the
dust settled. Lampposts, or what was left of them, shone dimly, flickering as if
attacking the ground; on, off, on, off. I gazed out of the cloudy window, peering
at the sight that lay before my eyes. Not one soul. Nothing. The usual sight:
cars whizzing by, neighbours chatting, birds flying past. This time: nothing.
The chandelier hung lonely in the corner of the cobweb strewn room, dripping
puddles of light onto the floor. All seemed lost since the asteroid hit. Nothing
but a mere spider scuttling across the floor. Sometimes I wish I hadn't found
the mask. The mask that had saved my life. If I’d just accepted it was all over
like the others. Now I stood contemplating, as confused as ever.
My thoughts were a knot in my head, my heart pounded, questions flooded my
mind: what to do now? No one there to help me. No one there to talk to. No
one but me. Did my existence matter anymore? The question played over and
over in my head like a Victorian picture reel. I had two choices: to move on
and fend for myself, or to meet my demise. Hopeless as it seemed, I knew
what I needed to do. There must still be someone out there, anyone.
I gathered a small bag of food and water that was left and set off. I checked
every house I saw, I searched the whole town, I even checked a few
neighbouring towns. Still no one. Just as I was starting to lose hope yet again,
a shadow emerged on the horizon. A dark lonely figure was approaching me.
This whole time I had been desperate to find someone, now I wasn’t too sure.
She grew ever closer to me. Her sickly white skin stretched across her
wrinkled hands and her long brown fingernails stuck out at me instantly. Her
face was covered by a dark black cloak clinging to her shoulders. As she
approached me, I stood biting my fingernails. Should I run? Before I could
make up my mind she had a tight grip on my shoulder, digging into my skin. I
cried out, but then everything went black.
The next thing I remember, I was sitting in a chair in a small room with a fire
cracking in the corner. The lady from earlier sat in a chair opposite me, a
smug grin on her face. I didn’t dare say a word. ‘So you're the one who ruined
my plan’ she cackled. ‘You found the mask’
I didn’t know what to say. My lips trembled. I was about to speak, but I
swallowed it back down.
‘Alright, if you want to play it this way, then fine’ she sniggered, reaching down
for something under her chair. She drew her hand and in it was a blood
smeared knife. I gasped, leapt out of my seat and made for the exit. ‘Oi, you
girl come back here at once. Don’t think you can get away that easily.’ I
sprinted as fast as my legs would carry me towards the forest that led back
home. Brambles tore at my feet as I dodged fallen tree branches. I was so
close to the house, then I paused. Did I really want to go back? Back to my
misery. Maybe it was time…
She came up behind me and raised her arm. ‘You better be sorry girl,’ she
shouted.
‘No,’ I replied, then…
Peace. Peace at last.

END

Three Dead Santas and a Basement called Hell by Tom Goddard
Roundwood Park School
Billy Milston did not die peacefully in his sleep like his father
before him. He died swearing, blood spewing out the five bullet
holes in his chest coating the previously bloodstained pavement
in another coat of the warm red elixir. It all went black.
Soooooooo… let me explain: Billy Milston was a 27 year old hit
man who was making a pretty successful living until he was
shot five times in the chest by his best friend Jimmy Weston. It
was still black. Still black. Still black. Still black… but a waft of
some sort of smell, what is it… oh - it’s out of date pizza. He
opened his eyes and peered round at the room. It was a dingy
basement with a monitor setup and various greasy pizza boxes
scattered around the room. He looked down at himself
expecting to see a messy tuxedo soaked with warm red blood.
Instead he saw no blood and no clothes. He turned a shade of
pink that reminded him of the flowers he liked to crush. There
were a pair of y-fronts on the floor, with a look of pure disgust,
he slipped them on. Billy carried on peering around the room
and spotted a couple of more details, including sweat stained
socks and a large sofa that looked like it had been thrown into a
sea of grease for 127 years.
He walked over to see if anyone was on the sofa. He spotted a
small middle aged man… or a… devil? He was wearing a pizza
stained hoodie and a pair of y fronts. His skin was as red as a
squashed bug and he had two stubby horns on top of his
bulbous head. His face was stained with pizza.
“Get out of the way of the TV!” the devil boomed.
“Where the hell am I?!” billy screamed
“Hell,” replied the devil, “and will you please get out of the way or
I will feed you to my hellhound.”
Billy quickly shuffled out the way
“You might be wondering why you're here,'' said the devil, his
eyes still glued to the screen as if he had never looked away in
an eternity.
“Well you died, and your soul is now mine forever.”
“Honey, be nice to the guests!” screamed a shrill female voice
from upstairs.
“FINE, MUM!” roared the devil, who turned back to Billy, “I am
going to be nice, you can live if you kill someone.”
“Who?” questioned Billy.
“Santa Claus,” replied the devil with a mischievous tone.
“WHAT? Santa doesn't exist… but then again I've seen devils and
unearthly sweaty y-fronts today. Anyway, why do you want me
to kill Santa?!”
“I'll tell you later, Billy Milston, you have 24 hours and if you need
me just die,” the devil said, smirking, snapping his fingers. His
eyes opened. His body's eyes. He was alive… well sort of. His body
was drenched in rose red blood soaking through his shirt. Billy
was alive but… dead. He was undead… hell yeah. Billy was lying
on the same bloodstained pavement he died on. Jimmy Weston
was standing over him holding up his gun but looking too
surprised to shoot. Billy instantly pulled his trusty gun Billy Jr.
out of his pocket and shot Jimmy straight through his fat little
face. Billy Milston smiled as Jimmys’ lifeless body flopped to the
ground, blood leaking onto the pavement.

It was roughly two hours later and Billy was stuffing a chocolate
fudge doughnut into his rotting jaw. By now he had realised he
had to kill Santa before dawn or his soul would belong to the
devil. One thing was he did not have a clue where Santa was.
Until out of absolutely nowhere a bewildering coincidence
happened, Santa turned a corner and started walking along the
street. Billy Milston immediately loaded his pistol and shot Santa
straight through his head, splattering brains all over the
previously stainless coffee shop window. The innocent
bystanders just strolled by normally just ignoring Santa with a
mangled head. Billy walked over and checked the body. It looked
like Santa but his beard… It was fake. Oh, dammit. Well
he just murdered a fake Santa dressed man, time to find the real
one.
The streets of Murk City were… well, murky. The boarded up
buildings loomed ominously over the dirty, crumbling streets.
The folks of murk city were even worse; they all wore long dark
trench coats and sometimes a large fedora. Under their coats
nearly every citizen wielded a long shotgun and usually a
bloodstained knife. As Billy was walking along these streets he
noticed no more extremely well timed Santas, not even any
badly timed Santas. It had been over 3 hours and Billy had no
luck. He was getting angry. He was going to get his life back and
no one was going to stop him. Until he walked through the
doors of the abandoned dingy mall that used to be called the
super mall. Not so super now. The place closed down around
three years ago mostly due to the owner being brutally
murdered and robbed. There was no one inside the building
except a very fat looking Santa dressed man slurping a large
bottle of vodka and soaking his suit. He was a mall santa. Billy
might as well kill him and see what happens. He tried to shoot
him straight through the head but his gun clicked and he
realised he had no ammo. He pulled out a small kitchen knife
and flicked it straight through the Santas’ eye and he crumpled
to the ground, dead.
Yet again, nothing happened; he had roughly ten hours to kill
the real Santa Claus. It took him around 4 hours to check Murk
City. Not even a single santa. By this point he had nearly given
up. Until… He was sitting on a rusting bench in a crossroads full
of dilapidated buildings and drug dealers, just classic Murk City,
when he noticed a large sign for a building. On the sign was
inscribed ‘Santa Money Advice Inc.’ - He had found it. It probably
wasn’t the real Santa but Billy didn't care, he was going to
murder any goddamn person on the planet to get his life back.
He stormed through the doors grunting. All he cared about was the
boiling raging fire inside him he would live again. Billy burst through
the doors, fully loaded pistols in hand and glanced
around at the room. There were roughly 15 office workers
wearing smart suits and santa hats all sitting down at desks
typing and drinking coffee. When Billy stormed in, a few of
them noticed and screamed. With no hesitation and no mercy
he shot, slaughtering them all, spraying blood across the musty
office. Billy couldn't help but grin.

.

The walls were coated in the deep red liquid. The air was filled
with the glorious stench and the mangled corpses lay lifeless on
the floor or flopped onto the desk. There was one left, a woman
soaked head to toe in the warm blood of her former colleagues
hiding under a desk whimpering. Billy still had bullets in his
guns but he didnt care he kept grinning as beat the poor
woman to death with his elbow. He fell back into the wet pool of
red arms outstretched when his body started to catch on fire. It
wasn't a normal fire, it was a deep crimson. A second later he
was incinerated, and a second after that he was standing in the
basement called Hell.
Before he had a chance to look around, the same booming
voice came from the sofa, “You have passed Billy!”
“B-but I haven't killed the real Santa,” said Billy, bewildered as he
walked over to stand in front of the devil.
“Oh Billy, Billy, Billy, this was never about killing the real Santa
,there is no real Santa. All I have to say is: you passed - do you
choose to live or do you choose to die?”
“Live,” replied Billy instantly.
“Are you sure?” asked the devil.
“Yes.”
“Fine,” said the devil, smirking, then he snapped his fingers. Billy
instantly appeared on the soaked floor of the office. He looked around at the bodies of so many…
innocent people all… dead
because of him. Suddenly the guilt hit him; it was like the
weight of infinite universes smashing into him all at once. He
gasped. He shouldn’t deserve to live. He looked up at the wall.
Written in blood was, ‘You chose to live, you will now live forever
with the guilt you caused and you will never be able to die,’
signed: the

Devil

END

Through the Multiverse by Rafi Amelines
Roundwood Park School
The theory of the multiverse is one widely recognized, especially in
science fiction. It suggests that our universe resides in a ‘multiverse’ of
infinite dimensions where each different universe occupies one tiny
change. Thus, anything one can imagine will exist in the multiverse.
This infinite collection of universes is unknown to Jorge Carlson until…
Well, you’ll just have to read on to find out.
‘And that is how the world was created, according to ancient Norse
mythology,’ his teacher declared. Then, perfectly on time, the bell rang
and Jorge was dismissed. He got home feeling rather tired and did
some homework for a couple of hours. After a long day, he walked up
to his bedroom and changed into his pyjamas. Yawning, Jorge lay
down in his bed and went to sleep.

Jorge awoke, feeling well rested. He glanced at his watch. 15:02. He
began to panic. Why had no one awoken him?
That’s when he realised he wasn’t in his bedroom. Or, he was, but not
as he knew it. Before his eyes lay the room he had known for many
years, in shambles. His window boarded up; his bed a pile of wood and
sawdust; his carpet torn. Suddenly, a dissonant groaning sound entered
through the window. Jorge began to back away but bumped into
something… or someone.
‘Who are you?’ came a voice from behind him.
Jorge spun round to see a girl towering above him. He opened his
mouth to speak but nothing came out. He just stared.
‘I asked you a question,’ demanded the girl.
‘I- I… ,’ he spluttered, ‘am… J-Jorge.’
‘Jorge who?’ she asked.
‘Jorge C-Carlson,’ he replied.
‘Where did you come from? I thought I was the last human alive.’
Before Jorge could reply, the dissonant groaning sound came once
again.
‘The zombies are here. Let’s go!’ she exclaimed.
‘Z-Zombies?!’ Jorge panicked.
‘Yes, now let’s get out of here,’ she pleaded. She held out her hand for
Jorge, who grabbed it and stood up.
‘Let’s get to the shelter!’
She began to sprint out of the room, with Jorge close behind. They
ran down the corridor and down the flight of stairs that led to Jorge’s
back door.
They burst into the garden, which Jorge saw was in total ruin. He took
a short look behind him. There stood a terrifying creature made of
rotting flesh clinging to bone. Jorge began to panic. Behind him, there
was a small trap door which they climbed into and shut promptly
behind them. Panting, Jorge sighed and slumped into a nearby chair.
‘What was that thing?’ he asked.
‘It’s a zombie? You know? From the apocalypse that started five years
ago?’
Jorge shook his head.
‘Seriously? Have you been living under a rock?’
‘I’m… well, it’s complicated.’
The girl lay down on a small mattress.
‘Anyway, we should rest for now,’ she said, ‘We can hunt for food in
the morning.’
‘Wait, hunt?’ Jorge exclaimed, but she was already asleep.
Jorge awoke to a piercing scream.
‘Where are we?!’ the girl shrieked. Jorge slowly opened his tired eyes
and promptly began screaming as well. They were floating in a vast
void of nothingness. To their left was a world of fire and to the right a
world of ice. Clouds of ominous poison were drifting through the void,
emerging from a spring residing in the ice world.
‘I don’t know what’s going on!’ Jorge exclaimed, ‘Yesterday, I woke up
in your dimension and today I woke up in another strange universe!’
His eyes followed a droplet of water that dripped from above in front
of his eyes. Another one followed, and another. Eventually, they
accumulated and began to look like a human body. The water figure
began to grow until it reached the size of a giant. Then, the water
turned into flesh. And the giant’s eyes… opened.

The girl screamed.
‘What is going on?! Who are you?!’ she shrieked in Jorge’s face.
‘I don’t know what’s going on, I just seem to wake up in a new
dimension every day now!’
Before she could reply, the giant sat up. It didn’t seem to notice them
before lying down to go back to sleep. But that’s when it began to
sweat. Two more giants emerged from its armpits. Jorge gasped.
‘I know what this is - we learnt about this at school. This is the Norse
creation myth! We are witnessing the world being created - this void is
Ginnungagap and that giant is Ymir! Which means in 3, 2, 1… There we
go!’
At this moment, another giant emerged
‘And that is Thrudgelmir!’ Jorge exclaimed.
‘I don’t understand a word you’re saying but I’m going to trust you
because gibberish makes you sound smart!’ the girl whispered.
‘What’s your name, by the way?’ Jorge asked.
‘Jorg- uh… Jessica!’ she replied hastily. Jorge raised an eyebrow but
thought nothing of it, for before his eyes a cow appeared. It
immediately proceeded to moo in his face.
‘Argh!’ he exclaimed, ‘It’s Auðumbla! We need to get out of here before
Odin is born and begins attacking Ymir.’
‘And how exactly do we do that?’ Jessica asked.
‘By sleeping, of course. It seems anyone in close proximity to me
comes with me to the next dimension.’
He tried to relax, but if you’ve ever tried to fall asleep while floating in
a giant void called Ginnungagap surrounded by the realms Muspelheim
and Niflheim, then you’ll know it isn’t easy, especially when you woke
up just 10 minutes ago. Jorge twisted and turned for about fifteen
minutes until eventually he fell into a deep slumber.
Jorge awoke to a tribal beating noise. He slowly opened his tired eyes
and saw a dozen or so eyes looking down at him. They were
surrounded by leafy green foliage as far as he could see. Blinking, he
sat up and rubbed his eyes. The eyes followed him as he placed his
hands in the dirt and slowly stood up. Beside him, he noticed Jessica
begin to open her eyes. Feeling a bit awkward, Jorge did a little wave
towards one of the people looking at him. They all seemed to be
wearing similar attire, with what seemed to be ragged animal skins
with some foliage covering them. A couple of them waved back at
him.
‘Hello?’ Jorge said tentatively. He tried greeting them in a few different
languages, but they didn’t seem to have an apparent way of
communicating. They beckoned for him and Jessica to come into one
of their huts. They followed cautiously and entered the shack. Inside
there wasn’t much, just a couple of hammocks and a table with some
meat on it. They invited the pair to take a seat at the table to eat
with them.
Half an hour later, they were full of lunch and they were watching the
village craftsman do his work. He was showing them how he crafted
weapons for the hunters. They were both fascinated by it and watched
with intent gazes, nodding regularly, even though the indigenous
people didn’t know what the head movement meant. The hunters then
offered them a chance to go and hunt with them. They
instantaneously accepted with no hesitation and were able to choose
from a plethora of weapon choices. Jorge chose a spear and Jessica a
bow.

Later, the townspeople brought them to their hammocks and they lay
down for the night.
‘Even though I really enjoyed this, I wish I could go back to my home
dimension.’ Jorge remarked.
‘That can be arranged,’ muttered Jessica under her breath.
‘What was that?’ questioned Jorge.
‘Nothing!’ she replied hastily and pulled the animal skin blanket over
her. Jorge turned over and pulled his blanket over him as well.
When Jorge awoke, he noticed he was in a new dimension again. But
this time, Jessica wasn’t with him. He was chained to a rock on top of
a mountain where an attempt at escape seemed futile. From behind
him, he heard a voice. His own voice. He twisted his head as much as
the chains would allow and saw Jessica walking round the rock towards
him.
‘Ah, you’re awake,’ she said. But it wasn’t in Jessica’s voice. It was in
Jorge’s voice. She reached back and pulled off her wig.
‘I’m you, Jorge.’ she declared. She, or should I say he, looked exactly
like him.
Jorge gasped in exclamation as Jorge #2 grinned menacingly towards
him.
‘I’m here to take over your life, Jorge,’ he announced, ‘You have a
family, and an education. I have neither of those things. I am the
reason you have been travelling between universes daily. I wanted a
life. I’m going to leave you here to get devoured by those vultures.’
He gestured towards some flying creatures in the sky.
‘Goodbye, Jorge. I’ll never see you again,’ he cackled and snapped his
fingers, where a portal appeared. He waved and jumped in headfirst.

END
Harpenden ten years from now by Karen Christopher
The King’s School
My eyelids drooped as I closed my eyes. Suddenly I felt as if I was being swept
up by a tornado. Colours, amber, neon yellow, sky blue, humid pink fizzed
round me until I felt sick. I clutched my head, and suddenly, just like that, it
was calm again… I peered round about me. I was some sort of field. It was
dark. What had happened. What’s going on? Suddenly I felt a hand on my
shoulder, pressing its nails into my skin. It grabbed my other shoulder and spun
me round as I came face to face with… a girl? She had dark eyes and hair and
honey coloured skin. She looked a bit like me. I don’t know. Maybe it’s just the
lighting. She was staring at me now. “Have you come from Notul?” Notul?
What or where was that? “You can’t stay here it’s not safe, we could be found
any minute” she whispered fiercely. I stared at her. What on earth was she
talking about? “Well, don’t you have a tongue?” she said in angry sarcasm. I
opened my mouth to retort, but as though sensing an argument was brewing,
she grabbed my arm and jerked me through to the grass until we came to a
small wood. My eyes flashed round, trying to take it all in. The grass now was
artificial and so was everything else! I could see these kind of monitors,
strapped to all the trees and security cameras! I stepped closer and tapped one
of them with my bare finger which was trembling in the cold midnight air.
Suddenly something hot shot past me and pierced my skin with an agonising
burning sensation. “Get down!” the girl hissed. “Do you want to kill us both!”

“Why would we be killed? What is all of this?” A million questions started
pouring out of me.” What are we doing here? What are those strapped to the
trees?” The girl looked at me as if I was mad, then shook her head. “That laser
shot must have been doped with memory tranquillizer.” She muttered “What!
Tranquillizer?!” I said alarmed. “Oh, come on!” she said grabbing my uninjured
arm unsympathetically, pulling me through the wood. How long it took for us
to take to the city, and the amount of times my questions came back
unanswered I will probably never know.
But at last we made it! She jerked me
through the last bit of plant life, lights blinded my eyes, I felt like a rabbit
caught in the head lights. “Can you climb?” She asked, then without waiting for
an answer, grabbed my shirt and hauled me up this sort of pipe. By now my
brain was hardly working properly and the girl had to push my boots up the
drain pipe many times. I staggered onto a flat terrain, the girl close in pursuit.
We lay trying to catch our breath for several minutes. When finally the girl sat
up and ripped off a back pack. Which I had never realised she had been
wearing until now. She took out two pairs of boots which had these sort of
things strapped to the side. “ Put these on!” she ordered doing the same. By
now I wasn’t in the frame of mind to argue and I blindly obeyed. “ Right ,come
on!” she said dragging me up to the edge of this terrain. Finally, I realised
where I was, I was on a roof. “Well jump then!” she said impatiently. “What,
no!’ I said my senses coming back to me,” I’ll fall!” We were at a dizzying
height. “The boots will stabilize your grip with its geothermic sensors! Now
jump!” she explained. Then without warning pushed me off. I flew through the
air, fear piercing my stomach. I felt like I was going to explode… Then I crashed
with a thud on the other roof. I heard another thud resounding beside me. I
saw the girl next to me with a determined look on her face. “ Come on!” she
ran to the edge and jumped. With sudden confidence in this complete
stranger. I ran and jumped too. As we raced across the rooftops I had time to
look about me. Everything seemed bright and flashy. I stared in awe about me.
There were cars, with no person in the driving seat. People walking up and
down the street were replaced by robots. There were self- cleaning windows.
Walking robotic traffic lights. Even the streets were glowing luminously! It was
all too much. My head started throbbing. What’s was going on? I felt a spurt of
rage explode in me, who was this girl and who does she think she is? “Right!” I
said pulling her hair as she stumbled backward, she looked at me with a
confused look on her face. But I didn’t care. ”I’m not going anywhere until you tell me where
we are!” I said stubbornly. She rolled her eyes. “We’re in
Harpenden. You satisfied?’ Then with that she stood up and started to run
again. Harpenden? What? This isn’t the Harpenden I remembered. I peered off
the edge of the rooftop from where I was standing, seeing some sort of robot dumpster.
I smiled as I remembered my dad who always stated that he hoped
he would be alive by the time robot dumpsters rolled around, so then he
wouldn’t be made to do it anymore. Is this what it was. The future? No, it
couldn’t be. It suddenly occurred to me that I should probably get a move on in
following the girl. Even though I didn’t like or trust her, she seemed to look like
she knew what she was doing. We raced for a few more minutes as I struggled
to keep her in sight.

Suddenly the girl pulled me to a halt as we landed. It was
on another rooftop. It had a few things jumbled in a corner. But I didn’t even
notice it. My gaze was centered on a women with her back towards me.
“Mum, I found this girl in the wood.” The girl said nonchalantly. The woman
turned. I could see her face lit by the moonlight. I started screaming, so did the
girl. The only person who remained silent was the woman. The woman who
was wearing my face.

END

Life Support. by Lilly Hall
The King’s School
The lush green undulating fields last past eyes’ view. To some the endless
dipping in and out is torture, not knowing where you’re going or how long you
have to travel for; but not for Fay, it makes her calm, knowing that she is alone.
The silent winds whistled through Fay’s ear as she walked through another
deep dip, laying down for a rest on the silky, soft blades of grass. She closed
her eyes being consumed with nothing but a bitter sweet sense of peace. She
took a deep breath in, fluttering her eye lids open as she did. She saw that the
once great endless valleys that had no end, had been transformed into a
meadow of kaleidoscopic flowers of all types.
The meadows’ grass was lush and juicy, glistening green like a sparkling
emerald, it had fresh dew drops on it, and smelled like the morning air on a
crisp winter day. The flowers spread for miles and Fay didn’t know where they
stopped, or if they did. She could hear running water nearby, maybe a stream
or a river, but the noise didn’t sound big enough, or fast enough to be anything
like a waterfall or rapids. The singing of a choir of birds filled her ears but she
couldn’t see any in the clear, cobalt blue sky. Slowly she stood up grazing her
knee on the ground as she did, but it wasn’t on the grass; no it hurt too much
for that, the once soft luscious grass had turned to a hard rocky path
separating the meadow into two halves
Fay cautiously looked around, but could see no end to this new path. She
turned to one side, captivated in the beauty of floral landscape, but when she
turned to face the other side she was met with a thick wall of a gloomy forest.
The trees were emaciated, yet colossal and Fay couldn’t see over the towering
forest, it had a sinister feeling to it, and felt unwelcoming but enchanted at the
same time.
Out of the corner of Fay’s eye a small girl appeared wearing a raven black cloak
that covered her whole body and face with darkness. At a snail’s pace she
tuned to Fay and lifted her dark cloak, revealing only her face. In horror Fay
took a step back and covered her eyes. The girl had pale skin, like she had
never seen the light of day before, and the right side of her face was melting
like wax from a candle; her eye was hanging out of the socket and was
completely white, even the pupil, the rest of her face was bumpy and had boils
all over it that bubbled like when you boil water. In a low grumble the girl
commanded that Fay “pick”, but before Fay could ask, “pick what?” a voice
came from behind her.

Fay turned around and saw a little girl standing there also with a full body
cloak that was a blinding, snowy white colour. She then lifted her cloak from
her face. She had chocolate brown skin tone that shimmered underneath the
sun, it was smooth. She had a warm smile that melted your heart when you
looked at it, with small dimples and rosy cheeks. Her eyes were dark and
mysterious and felt like you could get lost in them forever and never want to
leave. Behind her was the flower meadow but this time it had grand gold gates
with a clean, pearl white wall that was as endlessly tall and wide as the
meadow itself.
The little girl spoke in a soft welcoming tone, “choose the side you want to go
to, or continue on the path and become a lost wanderer forever”. Then before
Fay could utter a word both the girls started chanting in union, “pick a side,
choose. Pick a side, choose. Pick a side, choose.” Fay’s head was foggy and
their words spun around her head like a train on an endless loop, one side was
the forest, which looked deserted but yet she did find comfort with being
alone, or the meadow of flowers - but Fay wondered if she would feel trapped
with the wall, or maybe continue on wondering on the path, Fay didn’t know
how to choose or what to choose.
She felt trapped within an impossible choice.
“So are we all agreed to let her pass away peacefully now and turn off the life
support?” came the doctor’s voice. The room fell dead silent. But then came a
“yes” and after that one more. The doctor spoke up once more, in a more
whispering voice this time,” Ok then,. say your last good bye to Fay Robinson,
before we do.”

END
The Raven by Elisha Kyeretwie
The King’s School
Lurking in the shadows of the presently chaotic night, a
sinister black raven roosted under the cover of a distant
willow. A silvery, greyish mist had set hard in the undergrowth
of the abandoned property. The raven’s sleek feathers shone a
magnificent deep purple under the chilly, haunting glare of the
dazzling moon. Its sharp, beady eyes were like spooky, endless
voids, thoroughly scanning the still, deserted atmosphere for a
mere sign of life. Several branches crackled and hailed in reply
to the melody of the swaying grass.
It was tranquil. Too tranquil. Out of the corner of its greedy,
heat-seeking eye, the raven spotted its target. With two
effortless beats of its large wings, the bird swooped into
formation. This predator was on the hunt. Beneath the
mystical starry backdrop of the moonlit sky, the raven was
only a winged, sinister shadow.
As the raven desperately circled the street, a slim woman,
wearing a mysterious, billowing cloak and sharp, pointed hat,
strode briskly into the square. Before the woman walked into
the street fully, she peeked out from her unbelievably large
scarf, before nodding to herself and continuing to march to the
centre.

“This is the street,” she muttered under her breath.
Bearing in her left hand a thin, entwined stick, the point as
sharp as a dagger. The long stick emitted a purplish dim light
that pulsed ominously. The dim light shimmered and danced,
exposing the lady’s ghostly, grotesque, pale, sallow- skinned
face. It was a witch…

END
The Mask by Olivia Chalkley
The King’s School
I could feel the wrath of smoke consume me as I silently cried out into the
bleakness of the night, realising it was not he but both of our hearts in which were
monstrous- that’s why our ribs acted as cages…
I leant there, on the birch tree as my eyes swelled up with tears an emptiness that
words could not begin to describe floated inside of me ; a sense of longing evenbut
why so? Isn’t it as I had dreamt of for all those years-it was he and I, peaceful at
each others presence; but instead he was six foot under as I stood six feet above
heavily veiled in dark garments.
Love is a dangerous force to reckon with.
I promised myself in that exact moment that I would find whom took him away for
his own pleasure- a monster within me was just waiting to be unleashed.
As I pulled myself away from his graveside, my mind mercilessly tortured me with
thoughts of him- we only ever exchanged occasional glances as we passed each
other through the streets but he made me feel a way that no-one had ever made
me feel before; every encounter made me fall even harder - but never again would
we meet eyes; though he always had this sense of mysteriousness to him, he was
the kind of man to sit alone in the corner of the library with a leather lined book
reading about abduction cases and unsolved crimes- yet did he know that he would
be the victim of his own interests.
As I stood there, benumbed in the flock of mourning people- man and woman- I felt
a tug on the pleating of my skirt I looked down and low behold a young boy no older
than 4 years, cheeks flushed red, with dark hair just as the one whom I had weeped
for moments ago. In this instance, I saw a young man run in my direction and fall
before my feet being awfully apologetic on behalf on the boy- he was tall, with hair
that grew down to his shoulders which was slicked back for the occasion as he had the
prettiest of smiles- he got up and held the boys wrist pulling him away from me; I just stood
and smiled in all of this, I had no strength to reply.I guess he sensed it, as he
lowered his tone and enthusiasm almost immediately‘I’m ever so sorry’ he said hastily, ‘how ever so insensitive of me, I can obviously
see you are in a great state of sorrow at the moment, I am the brother of the one
you are grieving- this is my poor nephew- his mother lies within the crowds, she’s
barely able to keep herself collected at the moment yet alone look after little Jimmy
here’.
My heart sunk into my stomach; ‘Mother? I whispered ever so slightly lifting my
head, ‘yes’ he exclaimed looking rather puzzled at me ‘his high school sweetheart!
did you know him at all!’ he chuckled. ‘yes’ I half lied- I mean i sort of knew him, I
knew him enough for him to have stolen my heart away at first glance, I knew him
enough so that he was the first person I thought of when I woke up every morning but
I never actually had the courage to approach him, I could have never imagined
in my wildest dreams that there would be another.

My head was swarmed with stinging thoughts, I tried to hold back my tears
but I ceased to as one trickled down my cheek as I tried to cover it up.The man
leant down to try and see my face, and gave me a look of great empathy.I hated
people feeling sympathetic for me; I guess its because no one ever actually
seemed to care enough for me ,to actually notice when I felt blue, it’s always held
onto me.
‘A fine woman like you shouldn’t be crying on such a day like this’ he chuckled.
I looked at him in outrage; how was he not choked with tears upon the passing of
his own dear brother- I left it to a damaged relationship but didn’t ‘Let me pay the
fee of a taxi and take you home, you obviously need some time to mourn privately.’
I refused at first, but as he insisted I gave in as he took me by the hand and led me
to a waiting cab outside of the graveyard- he opened the door for me to sit in the
left, back hand side of the taxi as he sat on the right.
I wasn’t in the mood for small talk; I just wanted to go home and home only- the
young boy was back with his mother at this point in which whom I envied so. This
anonymous man took a glance at me- I’m Peter by the way, you are? ‘Liza’ I
mumbled indicating I didn’t want to talk- though he continued with the conversation.
‘I can quite clearly see that my brother was very dear to you, may I ask what
relation did you have to him’
‘Just a distant friend’ I lied- I knew what I really wanted to say- but equally, I knew I
could not. Suddenly in the moment he burst into story.
‘It was about 2;31 am- I was up with a pounding headache- I think the universe was
trying to send me indications at the time but I didn’t catch on and I truly regret that
so.I heard subtle footsteps echoing through the corridors but I assumed it was
John, going to use the restroom at the time but dismissed it.All until it happened.
I heard it. A bloodcurdling scream pierced the air.I shot up from my bed- and ran to
his chambers, there he lay lifeless- an open gun wound in the top right of his chest
as blood soaked the oak floor boards, as it poured out like ale pouring from its
bottle.I was too late and I hate myself for that.’ I stared at him, mouth slightly agape
my heart filled with sympathy for him, all my suspicions suddenly broke off as of
shackles. ‘I am so unbelievably sorry’ I exclaimed staring deep into the pools of his
eyes. He turned away ever so slightly, then looked back shortly, and away again.An
awkward silence filled the room for a few moments when suddenly an announcement was
made from the driver- you are at your stop now m’lady!
I looked at Peter, with my hand resting upon the car handle- I think a part of me was
hoping that he would stop me in my tracks, a small part of me even wanted to see
him again, but I couldn’t quite identify why.As I stepped, one leg out of the vehicle
there was a small cry- ‘wait, please’ he cried out.I was filled with a sense of
satisfaction, ‘ could we exchange numbers?’- I wilfully agreed- so we did,
wandering through my faded oak door, leaning upon the frame , with it supporting my full
body, as I closed it, eyes sealed shut breathing a great breath, and breathing out through
my nose.This feeling was oh so familiar, I felt so unbelievably guilty. I could not be falling
again, not on the day of his funeral, and with his own brother too! I told myself I was a sick,
sick woman but I couldn’t help from feeling this way- the feeling creeped through to
every inch of my body and fluttered about in my stomach.How were I to know that
my fate were to lie in this man…Love is truly a dangerous force to reckon with…
Interactions upon another, led me into the darkness.
I recall my last few moments- pressed into a suffocating space, I lay there
desperately crying out for someone to come to my aid.
I could feel the car speeding away from the lane, sharply turning corners as I
swayed from side to side banging against its insides. My breath speeding up
considerably, I pounded the back glass hoping, just hoping, that somebody would
notice me, though I saw no sight of life for miles.

My mind- was swarmed with all kinds of thoughts, as tears streamed from my eyes.
The car came to a last halt- I could feel the front door slam as vibrations ran
through the car- in the blur of my vision a sight of a dumping ground and a small
flickering flame- I knew in that moment that my time had come to an end.
I could feel the wrath of smoke consume me, as I silently cried out into the
bleakness of the night realising that it was not just him, but the hearts of all people
that are monstrous, that is why our ribs act as cages.

END
Freedom by Alethea Cox
The King’s School
My mother’s words echoed in my head. ‘Be careful, look after your
brother…’. I shivered pulling my shawl closer across my shoulders. Liam began
to whimper next to me. I motioned to him to be quiet, this was our last chance.
We could see the French sentry, standing guard by his post. He was silhouetted
against the dark sky, a formidable warning…
Waiting, watching, waiting… It felt as we were there for hours. I wished so hard
that the friendly figure of mum would appear, my mind seemed to play tricks
on me… The sun was beginning to rise. We only had a certain window of time.
Once the sun was up we would have no chance of getting past the gates. It had
all seemed so easy, but now our plan was falling to pieces. Five minutes
passed. I didn’t know what to do. We would have to go.
I picked up Liam. Crushing my anxiety over leaving Mum, I thought instead of
the importance of bringing him to safety. I waited until the guard’s shift was
over. I would go during the change. As soon as he disappeared inside, I ran.
Ducking behind a bush on the other side, I heaved a sigh of relief.
We finally reached the city of Calais. My legs felt as if they were about to drop
off. Spotting a taxi going to the port, I hopped into the boot, between the
passengers’ luggage. The busy traffic outside kept waking me from sleep. I
dreamed of home, our tiny apartment back in Afghanistan, before the Taliban
had come… Dad… A loud horn blaring brought me back to reality. Silent, as I
could, I undid the clasp. Just at the wrong moment Liam woke up.
He began to howl.
Without thought, I grabbed him, covered his mouth, and ran for it. Shouts of
bewilderment added to the sounds ringing in my ears. In between the alleys I
sprinted, until I was sure I had no-one on my tail. I looked forward out of the
end of the way, and saw the last thing I expected.
A boat.
It was heading towards the UK. My energy renewed, I ran. Trying to mingle in
with travellers, and look inconspicuous, I walked up the gangway. Seeing a
wooden door near me, I slipped in.
It was fairly empty, just a few boxes labelled, ‘Do Not Touch’. I can’t remember
anything after that, except the quiet lulling of the boat as it pulled out of the
harbour. About an hour later I woke up. Liam was stirring, yawning softly.
Pulling a few large boxes aside I found a round window and looked out. Dark
blue, frothy water whipped against the glass. Out of the mist materialized a
sight I had only seen in pictures- the White Cliffs of Dover. We were on our way
to freedom.

END

There’s Nothing Like a Stroll in the Park by Ivana Ohuegbe
The King’s School
Should she had known better? No. Honestly, who could’ve thought a
stroll in one’s favourite park could end up like this. A predicament like this
couldn’t have been anticipated at all.
As usual, Alice Fairfay had her nose in a book. Cool breezes swept
through the warm summer air and the long, brunette curls of Alice’s hair.
Playful winds whisked through the tops of towering trees, snatching away the
leaves and blossoms. Twilight stretched across the sky, as the final rays of
sunlight gleamed onto the nearby lake and Alice’s hazel irises. Her eyes were
trained on the book she scoured.
Alice could feel the excitement bubbling in her mind. The book had
reached its climax: a choice between two people’s lives. It was the hero’s
moment to decide which was more valuable to them. Her fingers tapped
anxiously at the page, as they waited for her eyes to read the words as quickly
as possible. Alice’s legs began to move as quickly as her brain registering the
information. She blindly paced through the pathless park, barely dodging stray
stones in her way.
Her footing slipped. Alice presumed there was just a slight depression in
the woodland floor and that solid ground would soon return to her. That solid
ground did not return. Her leg fell, dragging the rest of the brunette’s body
down. Alice’s fingers grudgingly released the book, in favour of grasping at the
dry earth now surrounding her rather than beneath. She couldn’t keep her
grip. Her descent slowed as the pads of her fingers pressed vainly into the dirt,
her feet kicking and digging and the muscles in her arms tensing in an attempt
to heave her back up.
To no avail.
Shrieks of terror left her lips as she plunged into the unnatural depths of
the hole. The only evidence left of her: a closed book with a gripping plot line
and a screech of fear shattering the tranquillity of the forest.
As Alice continued to fall, her screaming faded. Whether that was
because of her hoarse voice or the panic dwindling to allow confusion to seep
its way into her mind, she wasn’t sure. Maybe a bit of both. Regardless, Alice
closed her mouth and furrowed her eyebrows.
Why isn’t the tunnel heating up? Better question: why haven’t I hit the
ground yet?
The thoughts began to worm their way into her mind. She knew these
were valid concerns. She had been falling for far too long; she should’ve either
fallen onto something and the impact kill her or the heat radiating from the
Earth’s core boil her to death. Definitely not, still falling.
The darkness obscuring her vision began to give way to something much
more terrifying than blindness. Light. The black started to fade to an iron grey.
Alice could vaguely feel snakes of mist slithering against her body as her
plummet almost slowed. With her sight still dampened, Alice’s other senses
broadened.

She felt the tight tunnel open into a wide space. A space so
extensive she would’ve mistaken it for the sky. That’s impossible. She was
underground. How could she have fallen into the sky?
Forget the odd light, forget the odd slowing of her fall, forget the
spacious environment she had found herself in. Whatever glided against her
arm had her reverting back to the encompassing panic and glass-shattering
screams.
It was slick, icy and huge. A glossy remain was painted onto her olive
skin. Alice’s head snapped upwards, searching for the culprit. Whimpers of
disgust escaped her as she saw hundreds of shadowy figures floating in dark
clouds. Her sight momentarily became nothing more than purple and white
swirls behind her eyes. Was that lightning? Sounds akin to thunder pounded
her ears relentlessly. Alice rubbed the colours out of her eyes, only for them to
be burned by a luminous, white, smoky gas.
Alice’s eyesight fully cleared. It revealed a bush that she was closing in
on. Fast. The bush swallowed her in its leaves. Her fall became static. Groaning,
she finally hit the ground. The fall was becoming torturously long.
It was a miracle that was nothing broken or even fractured. She turned
her body to be supine. Boisterous skies loomed over her, silver and green
marble roads glittered under her. She struggled to her feet. The shimmering
streets winded through backwards buildings: horizontal doors were stationed
at the top and triangular windows along the sides, built with light grey bricks
and white mortar. Easily thousands of miles from her, stood a thankfully
normal volcano, billowing wafts of the searing, white smoke. Rocks the size of
novels, covered in white fire, soared straight into the mouths of the whale-like
shapes in the sky. Underneath the veil of clouds, winged, humanoid shadows
glided leisurely in the air. Their physical features coloured incorrectly from the
haze of green, silver, white and purple lights that shone from the ground and
sky. Or maybe they were just that hue. Every person (if they could even be
called that), had different wings; some were bat-like and some were eagle-like.
Alice’s awe-struck body finally began to move. She tried and failed to
navigate her way through the pandemonium that was this place. Her summer
clothing wasn’t suited for this winterish terrain. She concluded that it would be
better to climb up a building to get to higher and warmer ground. She quickly
realised it was not better to climb. Instantly, a toothless mouth attempted to
swallow her whole.
I’m not a weird ball of fire. She wanted to yell but the words died in her
throat. Maybe this was all a fever dream. Once the thing devoured her, she
would wake up from this incomprehensible nightmare.
An arrow whistled past her head straight into the monster’s mouth. It
exploded into black dust, harsh winds clearing it away. Well, there goes her
escape. Her body turned to the archer. The arrow was too close to her head
for comfort. Were they trying to hit the beast or her? She looked them in the
eye, nerves steel and breath held. The beast’s executioner stared right back at
her, his eyes midnight blue in a ripple of white light. Her eyes travelled down
his physique.

A Grecian nose, strong jawline, jet-black, wavy hair that perched
comfortably on his board shoulders, a well-trained upper body covered in a
white button-up shirt, scarred, alabaster hands that gripped tightly onto the
bow and arrow and pitch-black, angelic wings opened proudly behind his back.
“My eyes are up here, damsel.” Alice’s eyes swiftly returned to his. His
voice was deep and smooth with a sharp edge of mischief. Lips curled so
deviously it should’ve been criminal.
“Damsel?” she questioned. Her tone was more accusatory than curious.
“Who are you to be calling me a damsel?”
A playful chuckle left his lips, before answering, “I am Ryan Misborne.
And you were in distress, no?” He uttered that last word teasingly. Alice halfwished
that creature had swallowed her after that comment.
She kept her mouth shut and her jaw tight and turned to look at the
havoc. She was at the perfect vantage point for the pure madness that this
place was to perplex her brain into a migraine. She groaned in frustration.
“What is this place? Why is it so confusing? So strange? So chaotic?” She fired
the questions at her new companion with rapid succession.
“This place,” he began to answer. Did he always speak in italics? “is The
Empire of Chaos. I’m pretty sure the name of this place answers the rest of
your questions.” Despite the explanation, she still felt overwhelming clueless.
She stopped showing her side profile to Ryan and faced him. His eyes
were trained on her like she was a poorly written sentence in a famous book.
“You’re overwhelmed.” he stated bluntly. Wow, way to soften the blow, Ryan.
He closed the distance between them and Alice became starkly aware of the
height difference. In one swift movement, he had her in his arms, bridal style.
“What the-,” she was cut off by the sudden descent to ground. Great,
she was falling again. She screamed. For a moment, she thought they would
hit the ground. That was until Ryan extended his wings to glide low along the
street. Stunned, she whispered into his ear, “What are you doing?”
He replied simply, “I’m taking you away from the mayhem.” He sounded
sincere, as though he cared about her feelings. “You clearly can’t handle it all.”
He added mockingly. Never mind. Ryan, obnoxiously huge angel wings,
Misborne, was the devil in disguise.

END

The Job by Dylan Appleton
Sir john Lawes School
He woke up.
He slowly opened his eyes but couldn’t see far. His mouth felt gritty and
sore. He tried to sit up but his limbs felt stiff and heavy as stone. He could
taste salt and he attempted to produce some salvia to spit out the sea of
tiny rocks in his teeth. He looked around him. Through blurry vision he
made out a deserted beach. Feeling confused and afraid, he managed to
sit up and spit out the salty stones that were the contents of his mouth. As
he looked at the golden coloured ground beneath him, he noticed that the
small rocks were actually sand and that he was lying on a beach, alive.
Having no idea how he had got there, he slowly and painfully stood up. A
sudden memory stabbed him in the head and he tried to figure out what
had happened and how had got there, but the memories weren’t yet clear
enough.
Archie looked around. A giant wall of lush green trees stood in front of him.
The brutal sun penetrated down onto his unprotected skin making him feel
vulnerable and defenceless. He knew he needed water and he needed it
rapidly. Feeling desperate and exhausted he set off towards the trees in
search of water. He listened for the sound of running water but all he could
hear was the sound of a Tangkasi monkey, the smallest monkey of the
Sulawesi islands. Archie’s feet began to blister on the hot sand and he
looked along the beach in the hope that something else had been washed
up, just as he had, but nothing.
As he headed for the shade of the treeline, he felt grateful for the protective
fingers of the immense palm leaves. Feeling desperate for water, he
spotted a droplet covered leaf and without hesitation he frantically licked
the moisture from the leaf. Suddenly, out of the corner of his eye, he saw
something dart up a tree but when he swivelled around to look, it was just a
brown and yellow leaf. Archie then heard a rustle, then the leaf
disappeared. Was it a leaf? Archie felt uneasy. He decided to run before
the creature came back so he spun on his heels and ran into the green
abyss.
However, he was soon completely lost. Fearing he was walking in circles,
Archie slowed down to a stop and tried to catch his breath. His thirst was
now immeasurable. Without the sound of his feet hitting the sharp stones
and twigs of the forest floor everything became quieter. His green eyes
peered cautiously through the colossal trees in hope of finding the beach
again, but all he could see amongst the undergrowth were a couple of
Babirusa, the shy deer pigs local to the island. Archie wondered for a
moment if they were any good to eat, but for now his thoughts were on
finding water. With everything quieter, he could hear a faint trickling of
water. He felt exhilarated. Archie sprinted in the direction of the enticing
noise until he found a small river. He collapsed down the muddy bank,
grazing his hand on a rock and greedily slurped the brown cloudy water.
After quenching his thirst Archie decided to head back to the beach to try
and work out what had happened and how he had been washed up on this
island. No sooner had he arrived on the beach then he saw something odd
lying on the bare sand. He cautiously walked over to discover the object,
catching the bright sunlight. Archie bent down to pick it up and saw it was
an emerald, shimmering delicately against the sand. Another memory
stabbed him in his temples, just like before, but still he felt confused. Archie

picked up the emerald and gently touched its intricate shape and marvelled
at the lime, translucent crystal. Distracted by the gem, Archie initially didn’t
notice the sun beating down on his ragged clothes, however, soon the skin
on his neck started hurting as the UV rays penetrated deep into his flesh.
He decided to find some shelter back in the forest. He slipped the emerald
into his pocket and walked quickly into the jungle, concerned for his
survival.
Archie saw some strong vines hanging down from trees made of a dark
ebony wood. He tried to grab them but he felt clumsy in the unfamiliar
terrain and became breathless gathering what he could reach. He collected
some small sticks and bunches of leaves but realised he needed more
supplies so searched the forest for longer logs. With vines tearing the skin
on his hands, he carried armfuls of wood to a clearing in the forest where
he decided to make his shelter. After many attempts of trying to rip the
vines with his hands, Archie headed back to the beach to search for sharp
stones which he felt would make useful tools. As he walked hungrily back
to the beach he spotted a maleo bird and his thoughts again turned to food,
but for now, he had more important things to do. Feeling the emerald in his
pocket, he stepped through the barrier of greenery and shook his head in
disbelief at what he saw. His mouth opened so wide it almost touched the
sand; if there was any sand to be seen. The beach was covered in oceans
of gems: diamonds, emeralds, rubies, sapphires, lying unexpectedly on the
sand, radiating colours and bouncing light in all directions. Archie stood
bewildered and transfixed. What were all these gems and why were they
there?
Another memory hit him hard and Archie hazily remembered a huge ship, a
crash and crates of stolen jewels. A dreadful feeling spread through
Archie’s stomach as his mind finally cleared. He remembered the job, he
remembered his bosses - the appalling criminals who would kill anyone
without a second thought. Would they think he had stolen all these jewels?
Would they find him on this island? Could he survive alone here on this
island if he wasn’t found? Archie sank to the ground and hugged his knees,
trying to hide from the ordeal engulfing him.

END

Raging Wars by Monty Walker
Sir john Lawes School
It was a quiet day. Living out in the cold, not snuggled up in bed feeling warm. I stood up
from against the wall of our village’s famous town hall and started plodding quietly to the
place I work. The training grounds. I arrive and I walk into the line waiting for my turn to
practice my sword fighting. By the way my names Jacob. I have short black hair and a
long pitch-black jumper. I’m at the front of the line waiting for my friend harry to finish his
fight against the nasty 17-year-old kyle. Harry’s style of fighting is with a spear, what in
my opinion he was born to use. He has shadowy- blond hair and a golden chain around
his neck that he got from his father before he died. Kyle had black hair that was so dark,
it looks like a shadow. all his cloths were all black, and his weapon style was with two of
the strongest axes ever made.

Harry’s spear swung into the air and crashed down onto kyle, but his axe blocked it.
Kyle threw one his axes onto Harry’s shoulder and stuck him to the wall. Kyle said to
Harry “you can’t beat me you twit” Then unfortunately for Harry said to Kyle “I
surrender”. The second later, Kyle stared at me and cried “so Jacob, are you man
enough to face me.” I had a thought for a second but after, I backed a way and started
running into the woods with Harry.
The woods that lived near our home felt special to us. when ever me and Harry are
sad, we travel into here and we somehow stop our crying. We believe it’s the sparkles
that drop down from the trees that heal our sadness. We sit down at the smooth looking
rocks very sad of our cowardice actions. Then suddenly, kyle followed us here and
pulled out his axes. We sent out our weapons for revenge, but then, out of nowhere, a
black figure grabbed kyle into the trees. Then magically disappeared. The next second,
Harry was dragged into the trees screaming “HELP”. After, I felt like something touched
me, but then, I was also dragged, and they knocked me unconscious. Next thing I
knew, I opened my eyes seeing Harry tied up next to me and kyle behind. There was a
big crowed staring at us like we were a meal. Then suddenly, a man they named cytron
stood in front of us and started his speech. “Welcome citizens of basin to this historic
event” of course, were in the famous city of basin. That would make sense, cytron
continued. “We have captured the strongest fighters in the world to face of against each
other on two teams. Red and blue. They will be chucked into the forest to fight to the
death. and let’s hope you’ll enjoy this.” He finishes of to the crowed. He turns his head
around and whispers to us “well this should be fun, won’t it.” Strait
after, he bursts into laughter. I think in my head, there will only be one winner, but who
will it be.
It It was now a day after being kidnapped, and all the competitors are in a high
technological plane invented by cytron. All of us were sitting down on the sides of the
plane frustrated about battling to the death. Then, cytron’s top assistant Borg explained
the rules. “Welcome competitors, I’m sorry for your sacrifice, now here’s the team’s.” I
heard from some people a couple of hours ago that there are going to be teams of
seven so I knew the amount I would have to face. I took a deep breath, hoping I would
be on a team with harry. Borg continued. “The blue team are Chris, David, josh, henry,
mark, Harry” I stared at Borg, hoping he would call my name. “And finally… Jacob.” Oh
my god, I was on the same team as harry. “And the rest are on the red team. Good
luck.” I breathed in hard, ready for the fight, just when Borg said, “Oh yeah, by the way,
you’re going to be dropped of the ship in a second.” “WHAT” Harry screams. I follow on
saying, “Dude, why didn’t you tell us that before.” He didn’t reply. Then, the floor
opened and all of us fell splat onto the ground. We all took a hit, but when we all woke
up, we heard Borg’s voice from a television screen say, “we have analysed all your
skills and we know all your strongest weapons, so we are sent them to you in five
seconds.”
Just after, a sword appeared in front of me, and when I peered up, everyone was
stabbing, firing, slicing, there was too much action I can think of. I met up with harry
holding his spear, and then, out of nowhere, a red attacked us. Before we could run a
very strong blue called mark swooped in and stabbed the red with his trident. We
looked at him, and before we could reply, he started speaking. “you two have got to be
careful, Kyle on the red is killing everyone so we got to run.” We followed mark to a
safe area in the forest, but when I looked back, everyone was dead but kyle. Then I
decided that I’ll turn back and face kyle.

Kyle said in a surprised Voise, “I see this time your man enough to face me.” I replied,
“you’ve bullied too many people, so I have to end your life here kyle.” We started charging
at each other and slashing our weapons when I knocked his axes out of his hands. “Please
Jacob, have mercy.” He wined at me. “Well, you didn’t do that at home did you.” I pulled up
my sword and then I struck it down at kyle’s chest. This didn’t feel right, its like there’s
another enemy, but who? Out of the forest, in the prime minister’s lounge, cytron had called
Borg up from the system room. “Borg, the battle is not what was hoping for was it.” “No sir”
“Kyle is dead so now I am going in there.” Borg’s face was as shocked as being struck by
lightning. As cytron was walking out, he pulled out his Scythe
and stabbed Borg at the heart. As strong as ever, cytron dashed into the forest for the
biggest part of the battle.
Meanwhile, Harry and mark were resting on top of rocks near a waterfall, when suddenly,
Mark heard a voice. Then out of nowhere, Cytron jumped in and started attacking Mark.
Mark screamed at Harry, “RUNNNN.” Harry managed to escape but mark got slaughtered
saving Harry. As running for his life, Harry met I ready to fight for there life. Cytron found
them and assaulted Harry. Harry got pushed away so Jacob charged in and got shoved too.
Cytron lifted his scythe up but suddenly, harry dived in the way heroically.
“HARRYYYYYYYY.” I screamed. My body was filled with anger, my lunges were filled with
rage and my heart was pumping as fast as a falcon. I got up to my feet, kicked up my sword
and struck it right into cytron. I did it, blue team won. I was so happy, I never thought I would
see home again, but I will now. When I arrived back to my village, I span my head round to
Harry’s and peered at it for a while, and I found out that Harry’s always going to be there for
me. Always.

END
Regrets by Samira Miah
Sir john Lawes School
Glendale forest. Dawn.
She walked along the path and reached the opening of the shrubbery that laced the edge of
the lake. Sitting in its glory was the bench, warm tones of brown and a shiny silver plaque
adorned its front. Sighing, she slumped into its curved structure admiring the scenery
around her.
The mood was a happy and carefree one, each component of the scene displayed its best
side. The trees rose to the occasion donning their best verdant hues. Golden shafts of light
seeped through the shield of trees. The lake was shimmering, and the heat was so strong it
dazzled. She could just about see the horizon where the sky flaunted its vibrant colours:
marigold depths, marmalade orange outlines to the few white clouds and a crimson halo
around the sun. There was a tranquil breeze brushing the iridescent leaves of the green
plants.
She got up and knelt in front of the water’s edge. The lake was a smooth texture; only
disturbed by the lazy ripples extending out and creating the gentle, artistic slopes. She could
see her reflection so clear and bright that it would make a mirror jealous of its ability. Her
wrinkles blossomed on her
face, like vines in a forest. Her grey hair fell in cascades with its various shades: storm,
thunder, and pearl river. However, the attribute that stood out nowadays was her eyes. They
were black orbs of darkness that were topped with a thin fragile glass. So delicate. So sad.
Tears streaked her face, dripping down into the river, polluting its pure waters with her
emotions. It had been 2 weeks since she lost her husband. They both knew it was coming
and held on to the moments before; desperate to go back to a time when there were no
vines growing on their faces, no shades of gray invading their chocolate brown hair and no
threat of cancer eating them whole.

Flurrying beneath the surface of the water was a lone goldfish, circling in front of her before
coming to a stop and staring. She laughed at its questioning eyes and playful gestures. So
innocent and pure in the world it lived in, encased in its little bubble. It swam further up and
tilted its head, as if it wanted to comfort her. She thought she was going crazy but ….
The fish looked like him. They say the eyes are the window to the soul. She saw his soul. The
happiness of the years spent with her, the years of laughter and pain and the yearning for
youth. Their story was written all over.
She looked around her and she saw it. The trees gently swishing to the dancing of the wind.
The caress of the grass, softening under her touch. The rainbow of flowers dulling their
brightness. Everything around her was mourning. They were mourning for her loss, her pain
and the emptiness that was inside of her. She was not alone and that filled her with steely
determination coursing through her veins.
She had many regrets but all of them evaporated in that moment, but one. Her husband was
adventurous, brave and despite his aged appearance had a youthful spirit. For many years, he
had tried to get her to climb Mount Everest with him and every time she denied: “it’s too
dangerous”, “we’re too old”, “it takes too long”. Any try of persuading her just ended up with
denial or a promise of later.
Later.
Later never came. She had held him back because of meaningless reasons and countless
doubts.
He never got to do his life’s desire with his beloved wife. Standing there looking around at the
mourning surroundings, she decided. She decided that she would do it and she would let
nothing hold her back because...
‘He deserves this’ she thought.

END
Noraiz Naeem
Katherine Warington School
The air turned black all around me. I was in the neglected desert
and had just lost consciousness.I used up every last bit of energy
stored in my body to stand up in fatigue and a slumped posture.
Deafening gunshots flooded the atmosphere with agitation. I knew I
wasn’t safe. My head was submerging with sweat. I squinted as I
turned my head towards the blazing sun, its yellow glare almost
blinding me. The air carried the scent of burnt eucalyptus leaves
from the crooked tree, releasing it’s last leaf where it joined the
others under the buried sand dying from thirst. Suddenly, I lost my
balance and collapsed onto the golden,crisp sand. I moved my
head and was astounded to see in the distance there was a water
fountain. Without hesitation I stood up and immediately ran towards
the fountain. I laid my hand on it but nothing was there to support
my weight. I plummeted to the ground and instantly discovered that
it was a cunning mirage.
I was enraged, my fists clenched tightly and I shook my head in
disbelief. Suddenly, a few horrendous motorbike engines were

howling in the distance ready to catch their
prey, …. Me. “Who’s chasing you?” You might ask. It was a criminal
organisation who assassinates anyone who gets in their way,
now I was paying the price. I used to live in Dubai, in a perplexing
flat where I worked as an assistant for the richest man in the world,
Henry Bowers. I was paid extremely well and nothing was bothering
me. Until, one day I was sent a message by the Criminal
Organisation “mafia”. They wanted me to kill Henry Bowers for 900
million Dirhams. I was shell-shocked from this request and knew if I
didn’t act quickly, me and Henry Bowers would be dreadfully
assassinated . I knew If I fled to another country the Mafia wouldn’t
be able to kill Henry Bowers or me. I was wrong. So foolishly I fled
to Egypt in the Arabian Desert, this brings me to where I am today.
I struggled through the sand and saw a derelict house in the middle
of nowhere. I took a breath, my lungs contracting and made my way
towards the dilapidated house. I could hear that the Mafia were
close, I gripped my fist and knocked on the door. There was a
hideous, befouled , miniscule lady who was extremely thin from lack
of nutrition. She glared at me with her daunting blue eyes not
blinking. I said “Hello Lady, I have come here because of my
hardships, may I come in?” She croaked, “Y-Yes
you may b-but what are your h-hardships?” The mafia were now in
close proximity, Desperately, I shoved the lady viciously and made
my way into the house uninvited. “The lady opened her mouth and
screamed, piercing my ears. “Shut up!” She was startled and came
to an abrupt halt. Suddenly, I now heard the leader of the mafia,
Norman Thorpe talking in a low tone to his “workers”. I hurtled up
the stairs and opened a door with immense cobwebs and inaudibly
shut it. Carefully, I concealed myself under the bed trying not to
make any sort of commotion. The lady was confused. She heard
Norman talking outside, she wanted to know what was happening
so she opened the door without hesitation. I heard a gunshot from
a Russian pistol and a thud downstairs.
I was vibrating more than a vexed reptile. I was silently murmuring
my prayers knowing that any moment could be my last. I rotated my
head to see a beaming gold lamp with glistening diamonds
implanted into it. I was glaring at it. My arm flung into the air trying
to grab it, my hands tightened and I bought it closer to me. I heard
footsteps outside the door. Norman Thorpe barged through the door
without any sign of pain and glared at me with his red metallic eyes
almost like a mutated super-villain. He grinned and held me at
gunpoint. Norman Thorpe had broad shoulders and a muscular
body structure. His hair was flooded with Gel from his homeland in
Russia. His arms were full of bulging veins. He was wearing a
black, metallic jumper and military trousers. “Ahhh if it isn’t the
coward Zane Johnson.” “Did you think you were smart fleeing to
another country? Now, follow my command and you will not be
harmed, if you don’t, two 9 mm bullets will be installed in your rib

cage dislocating them and you will drown in your own pool of
blood.” I was agitated, trying not to make any unanticipated
movement. I rode with Norman Thorpe and his swarm of assassins
to their camp on their stolen quad bikes.
The camp was flooded with metalized black Pistols and revolvers
and all sort of illgeal guns. Surprisingly, I was given a miniature tent,
it had just a bed. I saw Norman outside my tent. I took a few
steps backwards, almost slipping on my own two feet. He looked at
me disgustedly and spoke in an exasperated tone, “Zane if you lay
a step out of your tent my people will not hesitate to pull the trigger,
this is your warning.” Norman left the tent without another word. I
took my hand out of my pocket to glance at the gold lamp. It was
attractive and I couldn’t take my eyes off it just like flies looking at a
bright light. I hid it under the paper- thin and uncomfortable
mattress. I shut my eyes and hoped for the best, inattentive to what
is going to happen to me.
THE NEXT MORNING
A whole litre of bitter, freezing water pummeled on to my rutted face
and instantly woke me up. My eyes were repetitively opening and
closing. Finally, My eyes found their rhythm and finally opened.
Standing in front of me was Beetle X. Beetle X was just a nickname
for the assistant head of the menacing Norman Thorpe. He had a
thin body structure and was in his mid 60’s.

END
Tell Me a Story - A fictitious story
Written by: Isabella Humphreys. Katherine Warington School

An Eerie Surprise
Today I am going to tell you all about the creepiest day (you could say) of my
life. It all started on Monday morning and my mum had already shouted at me
twice. I could get up… or I could stay in bed. I weighed up my options. Finally
after mum had come all the way upstairs to tell me that I would be late for
school. I involuntarily got dressed and had my breakfast.
When I arrived at school, I thought I must be late - there was no one around,
all the corridors were deserted. I went to the school office to register, but Mrs
Johnson wasn’t at her desk - which was unusually messy - an empty coffee
mug was knocked over on a coaster from Paris. ‘That’s unusual,’ I thought. I
marched to the Headmaster’s office, but again, he wasn’t there either.
‘Perhaps he’s in assembly…?’ I wondered. I strode down the dingy, dark
corridor towards my locker, humming to myself. I went to switch the light on,
but nothing happened. Suddenly, a gust of wind battered on the crooked
windows, and a door creaked open. ‘Who’s there?’ I whimpered.
I heard the faint sound of singing. It was coming from the Music Room. I
dropped my bag in front of my locker and inched towards the door. I put my
hand on the door handle, but all of a sudden, the singing stopped.
Unexpectedly, I heard someone playing the piano upstairs. My heart started
hammering as hard as a drum against my chest. I tiptoed upstairs and
instantly saw a scrap of red cloth caught on the open window by the piano,
which was now silent. Papers were fluttering across the room, like bats in a

bell tower. The room felt as cold as a dead man's grave. Gingerly, I went to
the window to close it, I peered out and saw a tabby cat prowling along the
rotten wooden fence. The cat looked up at me, purred ferociously and jumped
down from the fence scampering away. I realised I felt alone and scared.
Hoping that assembly was finished, I cautiously dashed back to my locker
before any more madness took place. When I got back to my locker I saw
that my bag had been emptied out on the floor…! I heard a loud bang coming
from our maths class where our teacher Mrs Wright works. I hastily
gathered all of my belongings and went to see what was going on. When I
reached my Maths classroom I saw that someone was lying on the floor. Was
this the person who had done all of these things; the singing, the piano, the
bag…? When I got a closer look I noticed that this person was stone
cold. It’s face was as white as a ghost. I realised that my best friend was
dead. I knelt down beside him and cried my eyes out. I noticed a scrap of red
cloth beside him and remembered the music room! I eventually got so
freaked out that I ran over to the assembly hall looking for anyone at all.
When I reached the hall the lights were off. I opened the door gingerly. I had
so many questions. Who was singing? What was that cloth? Who played the
piano? And then just like that, I was back in my room and my mum shouting
in my ear “Wake up sleepy head, it’s your birthday!”

END

The Blink by Alexandra Holt
Katherine Warington School
The water lapped at my boots filling them with icy cold water. My skin was
numb. My walk had no end. I just splashed through the puddles drenching
myself as rain tangled my auburn hair, frizzing it up at creating a cold hard
lump weighing me down. Water trickled down my neck sending goosebumps
down my spine. This feeling was similar to what I had felt a week before,
before it happened. I stop dead straight, the clouds gathered in the sky; dark
and dangerous. Then as suddenly as it came the rain stopped. I blinked.
Suddenly I was back, back to the day it happened, back to the day my life fell
apart. I watched myself walking down my usual path in the woods. The sun
shining brightly in the sky. The leaves twinkled and glistened with morning
dew and frost. I could observe the bright smile plastered on my own face as I
noticed the birds tweeting in the trees, their bright feathers reflecting the light
as they made rainbows in my eyes. I observed myself walk blithely on; never
stopping, never turning, never once looking back the way I had come. If I had,
maybe I would have seen it - the black-clad thing streaking through the trees.
Maybe I would have noticed something was wrong. If I had just turned
around.
But I didn’t. I watched the tweeting of the birds stop and I knew what was
coming. I watched myself stop suddenly, looking around with an expression of
disgust as an odious, pungent smell appeared. A stillness fell and the
whispering trees seemed to hold their breath and grow taller: watching,
waiting. If I had just turned back.

But I didn't. I was more curious than I should have been. I saw myself stray
off the path to investigate what wasn’t mine to find. I wish I hadn't. I heard the
brittle twigs and leaves crunch beneath my feet and saw myself creep
forward. I saw my pupils widen as my eyes grew accustomed to the gloom - I
saw them glinting, sparkling with curiosity in the fading light of the wood. I
saw how the smell grew and grew till it devoured all my senses: it was as if
the smell had taken form and engulfed me, its tendrils gripping me tightly and
pulling me onwards. Not until I found him did the smell subside. I saw myself
throw up.
The acid had boiled and bubbled in my stomach, I remembered the sensation
as the body, only just recognizable as human, lay disfigured before me. I
retched and retched until my insides felt like fire and my eyes burst out of
their sockets. I watched myself slowly taking out my phone. My jeans were
splattered with dried mud and my glasses lay on the ground. I dialled the
police. What else was I supposed to do after finding this...this... thing on the
ground. I didn’t know where to look - there was blood, blood everywhere on
the trees around. Blood as iron-red as the autumn leaves. I remembered the
cold, grey eyes.
All of this I remembered as if it were yesterday - the tiny details like the light
glinting off my sunglasses and my phone reflecting the trees. Not only do I
remember it, I now see them again whenever my eyes close.
I stop blinking and am instantly back in the world of now. The world where the
reality is just too real and where I am exposed: my flesh breakable, my
thoughts wild and that memory jolting through my mind. There is a police
officer behind me and he shouts and I run back the way I came. My glasses
are blue: blue as the sky, blue as the water surrounding me, except that now
the water seems red, red as roses, red as poppies, red as blood. The
memories overwhelm me again and I stagger and trip. Just before I collapse,
a pungent smell overwhelms me once more. I blink and through my half
closed eyes I see it - the black thing in the woods. It’s coming.

END
Henry Gibson
Katherine Warington School
I look around me and see a red, fiery sky. I see a plastic and rubbish filled
water, turned grey from radioactive material. I see power plants churning out
smoke and polluting the thick air. I see what was once a building, now a pile
of rubble and junk, bodies crushed between pillars of stone. But it wasn’t
always like this. It was a beautiful city with a blue and clear sky, shining
buildings and green trees, clean, drinkable, cool water. No power plant, no
rubble, no pollution. Just a city. Full of people having fun and relaxing.
I slowly wander up the road. I have to be careful now, the glaring heat of the
sun could strike any second, and if it does I need to hide. It is too hot for
walking, but I do it anyway. It is an average heat of 45 degrees celsius. I have
to wear my filter mask, to change the air to make it breathable. The market of
batteries for them is running low. Wheat is needed to make them, and wheat
has tripled in price from 17 years ago. I remember making bread out of it.
Bread is worth over £25 these days. Money is worth less than it used to be.

I don’t see any trees. The trees that used to be there are burned to the
ground. It was sad when it happened, I am still not sure why they didn’t
realise it was wrong. Greta Thunberg was ignored by the government and
they did nothing to stop these companies from destroying the natural habitats
in the name of profits. David Attenborough died trying to convince people to
stop what was wrong; taking from others to comfort themselves. Nothing ever
changed though.
Back then I reached the building I was aiming for - a tall and strong
intimidating structure. I passed the guard who nodded at my business card
and entered the climate debate. People sat in rows in front of a big, bright
stage. Many famous activists were here, wanting to be heard, to be seen.
There were many arguments that had started before I came, pollution, ice
caps, fake news, overpopulation, weather. And death. Death was always
brought up in these conferences. “Millions will die” “many will die of
starvation” “people will live a life of torture”. I used to think it was nonsense.
Now though, there was a cloud opening coming up. I knew it would bring
burning ash and rocks raining down and I knew I had to find somewhere to
shelter. Panicking, I saw a dark tunnel and ran inside. It was cramped and
hard to move, but was better than being burned. I wonder for the millionth
time what it would be like if life wasn’t like this - if people, including me, had
listened to those activists 17 years ago, before it was irreversible. I wonder…
Wait. There was a red speck in the sky. It looked like a piece of ash from a
wildfire, but it wasn’t floating. This was getting closer. A boulder of rock? A
meteor? A ball of the sun’s heat? It was coming close to the surface of earth
now, and appeared massive. This was surely it. I couldn’t live through this. It
had happened before once, years ago, to the dinosaurs, but this looked
enormous. This would be the end. Nothing mattered anymore. The sun’s fiery
hands had thrown a challenge too tough to comprehend. It was punishing us
for what we had done, to our only planet, our only home, our only hope. It
was exceedingly close to me now seconds away. They had all been right. We
should have listened to them, they told us what would happen and we
thought it was a lie. We made excuses saying we couldn’t live without tthis
and that we didn’t care about that. Now look! We care now! As I leave this
planet, this life, the real boss threw his last punch to knock us cold and I wish
we had done something; something to make it all different. It could have been
so different.
This story I made was to demonstrate the impact of climate change and the
ignorance of governments to change our ways. The blue paragraphs (the parts with
the blue bars above) is a version of the modern day, a peaceful and kind place. The
red paragraphs (the parts with the red bars) above is the future if we stay on track
for what we are doing to our precious planet.

END

The only light by Rebecca Rastello
Katherine Warington School
Blackness. No light. No sound. If you move, if you speak, dead. Your feet,
your hands, all of you, dead. No-one has ever found the end, the end of the
blackness. You hear that? That is the sound of death, the sound that
everybody dreads, such a mournful sound, such a broken heart, a sorrowful
sound like everything is going into the blackness. No light. No sound.
What is the purpose of life then? Why shouldn't I die?
CRASH!!! As my little boat hit a rock.
BANG!!! I gasped as the water splashed onto my face. But there is hope, just
a tiny speck of hope.
$£$£$£
After the death of my brother,I swore to myself not to trust anyone and I will
not break it. My brother was trustworthy, tall and a great fighter. He taught
me how to use a sword and how to put on pirate clothes. The problem was
that he didn't have his left arm but lucky for him he always used his right arm
for everything. Whenever someone made fun of me, he protected me, and
normally he got into a fight and then he got punished. One thing I learnt on
the island of Kagrya is that there is no happiness and no kindness. That's
why you have to do these things, never ask and never pay. Always steal and
most importantly never cry. I learnt that from my older brother who was killed
for asking why they had the rules, he hoped that the leader of Kagryas would
maybe let him live. No. In one flash they stabbed him in the heart. I gasped
then I felt that my heart skipped a beat. I was frozen in shock. Then they
grabbed my collar, I didn't care about me dying right then. All I cared about
was my brother. My mother, dead, my dad, dead, now my older brother,
dead. That's why I'm going. Going anywhere away from this place.
$£$£$£
There I saw in the distance a candle, only one candle about to die. Before I
could reach it, a hand grabbed it and it disappeared into thick blackness. I
wanted to go in but I remembered that in Kagrya they told us to never step
into danger, it always leads you into trouble. I said to myself, “Well, this isn't
Kagrya so I can do whatever” I want to do and whenever.
So I rowed myself into the dark mist. I couldn't see a thing. The only thing
that I could see again was the light from the candle. Suddenly, I was spotted.
The person approaching was covered in black, they had a velvet robe all
around their body. A wave appeared in front of me. I screamed, swearing as I
fell to my knees, then darkness.
$£$£$£
“What now, Ingrid ?”
“What now? Well I can tell you what now Talia .. “Go and get a towel! She’s
bleeding!!!”
As I opened my eyes I saw a girl with dark, long hair, hazel eyes, a corset
and a pair of ripped jeans, I guess that would be Talia...
“Okay, I will get her a towel, Taly.”
No, got it wrong, it was Ingrid.
“Hello, can you hear me???”
“Yes.” I said sitting up
“What happened?” I asked
“Stay there. I will come back.” Said Talia and then she went.

$£$£$£
I looked around me and I could see red walls and floors. I was on a soft,
cosy hammock. The walls were covered with big, decorative feathers. There
was a small casement on the right side of me, I thought of escaping through
there but then I thought it was way too small for me to fit through. Even a
Netherland Dwarf rabbit couldn’t fit through and they are very small. I looked
outside and I could see that I was not on land and that I was not in a house I
was in a ship, a very big one I thought.
“Get the ship ready, we are about to row off!” I heard a loud barking sound
coming from the deck. I got up and I saw that I was wearing a corset and
dress. It was down to my knees and underneath was fishnet leggings that
had big holes. Then I had boots that went just beneath the knee, they had
thick heels and the design had 2 red knives going beneath my knee. My hair
was down with five little plaits going down around it .Then the door opened
and Ingrid came in with a red corset and a white shirt. She had boots that
came up to her shin the color of the darkness.
“Great you're up! “ she said, smiling at me.
“Where am I???” I said cautiously.
“Your on the ˜Tarkhill Chocolate!!”
said Talia coming in
“Ay, I was going to say that!” Ingrid said, looking at Talia
“Sorry”. She said
“Not sorry.” whispered Talia
Ingrid sighed.
“Anyway.” I said
“Why is it called chocolate??”
“Because I-” started Ingrid
“Ahem.” Talia coughed
“Because we like chocolate, really like chocolate.”
“We have a whole room with chocolate.” Said Talia
“Wha???” I said surprised.
“Is it okay, um, if I um, could see it???” I asked quietly.
“Sure!” Exclaimed both of them.
They led me through a narrow hallway. As I walked on the red carpet , I saw
lots of doors on my left and right. On one of the doors it said “deul-eogaji
maseyo. geuleohji anh-eumyeon dangsin-eun jugseubnida!” They told me it
meant “Do not enter otherwise you are dead!” I told them that it was a bit
brutal and they just shrugged their shoulders. When we went in, my mouth
dropped open. The room was small and definitely not spacious. I was
standing in a chocolate palace, the walls had chocolate on them, the floor
had chocolate stuck on it and the ceiling had chocolate filling it. For a
moment I thought I was going to faint, I thought I was having a dream. I
swear it felt like a dream but it wasn't, if it had been a dream I definitely
wouldn't smell the chocolate. I was dumbstruck. I couldn't believe it.
“What are you waiting for? Dig in!!!” Said Talia
I started with the white and milk chocolate. Talia started with the caramel
chocolate and Ingrid started with the dark chocolate. We did this for thirty
minutes and then we stopped because we were sick.
$£$£$£
We played hide and seek and I hid below the ship where there were barrels
of (I guessed) gunpowder. I was found last, then they showed me their
swords. My favorite sword was Ingrid because the handle looked like a wave
and the color was green and blue just like the real sea. The metal bit was thin

and it was very long. Taliaâ’s one was half the size of Ingrid's one, it looked
very sharp. Then they showed me their rooms. Ingrid's one was as big as a
parents room and she had a canopy bed. I was jealous because I had to
sleep on a mattress when I was in Kagrya.
$£$£$£
They then asked me why I was in a small boat in the middle of the sea and
where I had come from. I told them about Kagrya and what it was like to live there. I
also told them about my brother and how brave he was. They were sorry for
me and I said it was fine. Suddenly Talia said,
“We have a plan!!! “
“We are going to sail to your island.”
“And drop a big bomb on it!” Said Talia
“But where are you going to get the bomb from?”
“We have lots of bombs at the bottom of our ship and we can shoot bombs
into the air and they will land on the island and explode.”
Then Talia said “Is there anyone that you don’t want to die?”
“No” I said “all my family are dead already and I have no friends”
Ingrid looked down and said “Oh, sorry”
“It’s fine”I said .
Talia said “let’s do it.”
Then Ingrid went to tell the crew to turn the ship towards the island of
Kagrya . I am anxious that something will go wrong. I feel like I shouldn’t do
it, but, still I know it’s the right thing.
It took us 5 hours to get there. Then I told Ingrid to tell them to get the
bombs ready and loaded. she said
“Sagyeog!” (Which means shoot). There was a deafening sound as the
bombs shot through the air.
My ears rang, and the ship shook.
The island was gone and everything was over.
I then realised that I had nowhere else to go.
I turned to Ingrid and Talia. Talia said “Now you can live with us.”
Urm, said Ingrid. “Have you checked with the captain?” Talia said. “But she
has no where else to go.”
“Ok fine!” Said Ingrid.

END

Tell Me a Story by Jessica Howarth
Tell Me a Story
Katherine Warington School
Written by: Jessica Howarth
It was not quite morning and not quite night. It was as if the world was
balanced on a precipice; anticipating the morning to come and mourning the
day that had been lost. But very soon the world would fall head over heels
into tomorrow, some people would land on their feet, standing tall and proud;
others would continue falling, their lives slowly slipping away into a dark void
of sorrow. This is what's known as survival of the fittest. Some say that it's a
brutally corrupt system and others merely state that it is the way of the world.
For Angelina, it was not a question of whether she would fall, it was a known
fact that she wouldn’t survive. Angelina was lost. Her soul was destined for
the void and although she didn’t know it yet, she didn’t have much longer to
live. She was 11, a funny age, old enough to know of suffering yet young
enough to still perceive herself free of it. However, there would come a time in
her life when she would experience pain and heartbreak, as everyone must. It
is during these times of suffering that we truly discover ourselves and realise
who we are becoming.
Every morning for as long as she could remember, Angelina had woken in
sweat of fear and panic as she landed, stumbling back from the night edge.
This had become her routine and as with everything that happens to us
routinely she had become accustomed to it. So it was that Saturday 14th May
2120 started off the same as any other day in Angelina’s mind but right from
the start, everyone else knew that something was very wrong.

END
Tell Me a Story by Isobel James
Katherine Warington School

END
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